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Abstract
The Finsler spaces in which the tangent Riemannian spaces are conformally flat
prove to be characterized by the condition that the indicatrix is a space of constant
curvature. In such spaces the Finslerian normalized two-vector angle can be explicated
from the respective two-vector angle of the associated Riemannian space. Therefore the
way is opening to propose explicitly the connection preserving the angle even at the
indicatrix-inhomogeneous level, that is, when the indicatrix curvature value CInd. is permit-
ted to be an arbitrary smooth function of the indicatrix position point x. The connection
obtained is metrical with the deflection part which is proportional to the gradient of the
function H(x) entering the equality CInd. ≡ H2. Also the connection is covariant-constant.
When the transitivity of covariant derivative is used, from the commutators of covariant
derivatives the associated curvature tensor is found. Various useful representations have
been developed. The Finsleroid space has been explicitly outlined.
1Motivation and Introduction
In the Finsler space the tangent bundle TM over the base manifoldM is geometrized
by means of the Finsler metric function F (x, y), such that at each point x ∈M the tangent
vectors y ∈ TxM are used, where TxM is the tangent space supported by the x.
The embedded position of the indicatrix Ix ⊂ TxM in the tangent Riemannian
space R{x} = {TxM, g{x}(y)} (where g{x}(y) denotes the Finslerian metric tensor with x
considered fixed and y used as being the variable) induces the Riemannian metric on the
indicatrix through the well-known method (see, e.g., Section 5.8 in [1]) and in this sense
makes the indicatrix a Riemannian space. Therefore, the geodesics can be introduced on
the indicatrix by applying the conventional Riemannian methods.
In any (sufficiently smooth) Finsler space the two-vector angle α{x}(y1, y2) can locally
be determined with the help of the indicatrix geodesic arc, which provokes the important
question whether the Finsler geometry can be profoundly settled down by developing and
applying the connection which preserves the angle.
In general, the angle α{x}(y1, y2) is complicated and cannot be determined in an
explicit form, except for rare Finsler metric functions. The lucky example is given by the
Finsler space FN which is characterized by the condition that the indicatrix is a space of
constant curvature. In the space FN the angle α{x}(y1, y2) can be found in the explicit
and simple form. Namely, it is possible to prove that (under attractive conditions) in any
dimension N ≥ 3, the tangent Riemannian space R{x} is conformally flat if and only if the
indicatrix is a space of constant curvature. The respective transformation y = C(x, y¯)
is positively homogeneous of the degree which we shall denote by H . The remarkable
equality CInd. ≡ H2 arises, where CInd. = CInd.(x) denotes the value of the curvature of the
indicatrix Ix ⊂ TxM .
Under this transformation y = C(x, y¯) each tangent Riemannian space R{x} is con-
formally changed to become a Euclidean space E{x}. The distribution of the last spaces
E{x} over the base manifold M composes the associated Riemannian space, which we
denote by RN = (M,S), where S =√amn(x)ymyn is the Riemannian metric constructed
from the metric tensor amn(x) of the space E{x}. We are entitled to induce the angle αRiem{x}
conventionally defined in the Riemannian space RN into the Finsler space FN , obtaining
simply α{x}(y1, y2) =
(
1/H(x)
)
αRiem{x} (y¯1, y¯2).
To explicate the coefficients Nmn of nonlinear connection from the Finsler angle
α = α{x}(y1, y2), we should successfully propose the preservation equation. The nearest
possibility is to formulate the equation diα = 0 in accordance with the formulas (I.1.12)
and (I.1.15), applying the separable operator di indicated in (I.1.11).
This possibility has been realized in the preceding work [10,11]. Namely, in that work
the separable preservation equation diα = 0 has been solved in the Finsler space FN under
the assumption that CInd. = const, and whence H = const. The explicit coefficients Nmn
have been obtained.
In general the indicatrix curvature value CInd. may depend on the points x ∈ M
which support the indicatrix. We call the space FN indicatrix-homogeneous, if the value
is a constant, whence H = const. If the dependence CInd. = CInd.(x) does hold, we say that
the space FN is indicatrix-inhomogeneous, in which case Hi 6= 0, where Hi = ∂H/∂xi.
The representations obtained in the previous work [10,11] are the (Hi → 0)-limits of their
generalized counterparts developed in the present study.
It appears that in general the angle preservation equation formulated in the separable
way does not permit any solution for the coefficients Nmn.
2This conclusion can be drawn from the implications which are derivable by the help
of the coincidence-limit method (see Section 3.2 in [12]) which extracts the information
from behavior of Riemannian geodesics. To this end we should use the distance function
E = E(x, y1, y2) with E = (1/2)α
2. Namely, evaluating various partial derivatives of
the function with respect to y1 and y2 and finding the coincidence limits when y2 → y1,
we can obtain a valuable information on the derivatives of the Finsler metric tensor of
the Finsler space. Performing the required evaluations on the level of the second-order
partial derivatives ∂2/∂ym1 ∂y
n
2 , and, then, applying the operation y2 → y1 to the resultant
expressions, it is possible to arrive at the following general conclusion: In any Finsler
space the vanishing assumption diα = 0 of the separable type entails the equality
Dihmn = 2
F
hmndiF.
If we additionally postulate diF = 0, we obtain Dihmn = 0 and, therefore, the
metricity Digmn = 0 which is formulated with the covariant derivative D arisen from
the deflectionless connection. We can apply the derivative ∂2/∂yl∂yh to the equality
Digmn = 0, which leads after simple evaluations to the vanishing DiSnkjm = 0. Here, the
Sn
k
jm is the tensor which describes the curvature of indicatrix (see Section 5.8 in [1]).
Clearly, the vanishing DiSnkjm = 0 can be realized in but rare particular cases of the
Finsler space. The vanishing is realized in the indicatrix-homogeneous case of the space
FN , and cannot be realized in the indicatrix-inhomogeneous space FN .
Therefore, the account for the dependence H = H(x) in the Finsler space FN is
neither straightforward nor trivial task.
These important (and rather unexpected?) implications enforce us to look for more
capable ideas to formulate the preservation of angle. The attractive idea is to substitute
the normalized angle α
{H(x)}
{x} (y1, y2) = H(x)α{x}(y1, y2) (see (I.1.26)) with the initial angle
α{x}(y1, y2) in the separable preservation law, according to (I.1.27). The law obtained is of
the recurrent-type (I.1.28), namely diα+(1/H)Hiα = 0. It appears that this preservation
is reconciled with the indicatrix-inhomogeneous Finsler space FN at any scalarH = H(x).
The reason thereto is the following assertion obtainable by the help of the coincidence-limit
method: In any Finsler space the vanishing assumption diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0 entails the
equality
Dihmn = 2
F
hmndiF − 2
H
Hihmn.
In these patterns the vanishing diF = 0 yields the equality Digmn = −(2/H)Hihmn, which
entails the extension of the previous vanishing DiSnkjm = 0 such that the right-hand
part of the extension is just the expression which is obtained when the characteristic
representation of the tensor Sn
k
jm of the space FN under study is inserted under the
action of the covariant derivative Di.
Thus, the recurrent-type equation diα+(1/H)Hiα = 0 of preservation of the angle is
reconciled with the indicatrix-inhomogeneous Finsler space FN at any scalar H = H(x)
(see Proposition I.1.2 in Section I.1), and therefore is accepted in the present work to
apply. We solve the equation with respect to the coefficients Nmn(x, y).
The Nmn(x, y) thus appeared to read (I.2.15) can naturally be interpreted as the
coefficients of the non-linear connection produced by the angle in the space FN studied on
the general indicatrix-inhomogeneous level.
3Because of the conformal flatness of the tangent Riemannian spaces R{x}, the Finsler
space FN involves the associated Riemannian space RN and, therefore, the Rieman-
nian connection coefficients Lmij = a
m
ij + S
m
ij (shown in (I.1.14)) in which the entered
Christoffel symbols amij are to be constructed from the Riemannian metric tensor amn(x)
of the space RN ; the notation Smij is the torsion tensor.
With the knowledge of the coefficients Nmn(x, y), we can straightforwardly evaluate
the derivative coefficients Nkim and express the Finslerian connection coefficients T
k
im
through the Riemannian connection coefficients Lmij = L
m
ij(x) and the function H =
H(x) (by the help of the formulas (I.1.33) and (I.2.18)).
The coefficients T kim involve the deflection tensor ∆
k
im = −Nkim − T kim which
is non-vanishing as far as Hi 6= 0, namely ∆kim = (1/H)Hihkm. There arises the co-
variant derivative T , which properties are listed in (I.1.37)-(I.1.40). In distinction from
the connection developed in the indicatrix-homogeneous case, the T -connection obtained
is no more deflectionless. Nevertheless, the T -connection is metrical and the equality
Nmj = −Tmjiyi holds.
In this way, the metrical non-linear Finsler connection FN = {Nmi, Tmij} is induced
in the space FN from the metrical linear connection RL = {Lmj, Lmij} evidenced in the
Riemannian space RN , where Lmj = −Lmjiyi. The involved function H = H(x) may be
an arbitrary smooth function of x.
The Finsler connection FN = {Nmi, Tmij} can be understood to be a result of
an appropriate nonlinear deformation of the connection RL = {Lmj , Lmij}. It is the
transformation y = C(x, y¯) that represents the deformation said.
In other words, in the Finsler space FN we evidence the phenomenon that the
metrical non-linear angle-preserving connection is theC-deformation of the metrical linear
connection applicable in the Riemannian space RN :
FN = C · RL.
We shall show that the C-deformation is T -covariant constant: T ·C = 0. Also, the
covariant derivative T is the manifestation of the transitivity of the connection under this
transformation, in short, T = C ·∇, where ∇ is the covariant derivative applicable in the
Riemannian space RN .
In the Riemannian geometry we have merely H = 1. In the Finsler space FN , the
scalar H(x) plays the role of the parameter which changes the indicatrix curvature value.
Varying the scalar H(x) evokes the changes in the Finsler space FN .
In the theory of Finsler spaces the notion of connection was studied on the basis
of various convenient sets of axioms (see [1-5] and references therein). Regarding the
significance of the angle notion, the important step was made in [6] were in processes of
studying implications of the two-vector angle defined by area, the theorem was proved
which states that a diffeomorphism between two Finsler spaces is an isometry iff it keeps
the angle. This Tama´ssy’s theorem clearly substantiates the idea to develop the Finsler
connection from the Finsler two-vector angle, possibly on the analogy of the Riemannian
geometry.
To meet new methods of applications, the interesting chain of linear connections was
introduced and studied in [3]. It was emphasized that in the Riemannian geometry we
have naturally the metrical and linear connection applicable on the tangent bundle of the
variables x, y. Like to the constructions developed in the preceding work [10,11] dealt
4with the indicatrix-homogeneous case, in the present indicatrix-inhomogeneous study of
the space FN the export of this connection generates the required Finsler connection.
By performing the comparison between the commutators of the obtained Finsler
covariant derivative T and the commutators of the underlined Riemannian covariant
derivative ∇, not assuming H = const so that H(x) is permitted to be an arbitrary
smooth function of x, the associated curvature tensor ρk
n
ij can straightforwardly be
derived.
The Finsleroid case of the space FN provides us with the example when the key
transformation y = C(x, y¯) is known explicitly. Therefore, we can straightforwardly
apply the developed indicatrix-inhomogeneous theory taking the metric function of the
Finsleroid type. The explicit representations for the respective Finsleroid coefficients
Nmn, as well as for the entailed derivative coefficients N
k
im and N
k
imn, are found. Thus
we have got prepared the connection FN in the Finsleroid space at our disposal with an
arbitrary input scalar H(x).
Below we are interested in spaces of the dimension N ≥ 3. The two-dimensional
case has been studied in [8,9].
Chapter I. The Outline
I.1. Basic representations
For a given function Finsler metric function F = F (x, y) we can construct the co-
variant tangent vector yˆ = {yi} and the Finslerian metric tensor {gij} in the conventional
way: yi := (1/2)∂F
2/∂yi and gij := ∂yi/∂y
j. The contravariant tensor {gij} is defined
by the reciprocity conditions gijg
jk = δki , where δ stands for the Kronecker symbol. The
indices i, j, . . . refer to local admissible coordinates {xi} on the base manifold M . We
shall also use the tensor Cijk = (1/2)∂gij/∂y
k. By l we shall denote the unit vectors,
namely, l = y/F (x, y), such that F (x, l) = 1.
Let Ux be a simply connected and geodesically complete region on the indicatrix Ix
supported by a point x ∈ M . Any point pair u1, u2 ∈ Ux can be joined by the respective
arc A{x}(l1, l2) ⊂ Ix of the Riemannian geodesic line drawn on Ux. By identifying the
length of the arc with the angle notion we arrive at the geodesic-arc angle α{x}(y1, y2),
where y1, y2 ∈ TxM are two vectors issuing from the origin 0 ∈ TxM and possessing the
property that their direction rays 0y1 and 0y2 intersect the indicatrix at the point pair
u1, u2 ∈ Ux. We obtain
α{x}(y1, y2) = ||A{x}(l1, l2)||. (I.1.1)
The coefficients Nki = N
k
i(x, y) are required to construct the operator
di :=
∂
∂xi
+Nki
∂
∂yk
. (I.1.2)
These coefficients are assumed naturally to be positively homogeneous of degree 1 with
respect to the vector argument y.
The derivative coefficients
Nknm =
∂Nkn
∂ym
, Nknmj =
∂Nknm
∂yj
(I.1.3)
5possess the identities
Nknmy
m = Nkn, N
k
nmjy
m = Nknmjy
j = 0, Nknmj = N
k
njm. (I.1.4)
The coefficients are used to construct the covariant derivatives
DkF := dkF, Dklm := dklm −Nmknln, Dklm := dklm +Nhkmlh, (I.1.5)
and
Dkgmn := dkgmn +Nhkmghn +Nhkngmh. (I.1.6)
The identities
∂DkF
∂ym
= Dklm, ∂Dklm
∂yn
= Dkgmn + lhNhkmn (I.1.7)
are obviously valid, together with
∂Digmn
∂yj
= 2DiCmnj +N timjgtn +N tinjgmt, (I.1.8)
where
DiCmnj := diCmnj +N tijCmnt +N timCtnj +N tinCmtj . (I.1.9)
In addition to the Finsler metric tensor gmn, we shall use also the tensor
hmn = gmn − lmln (I.1.10)
which possesses the property hmny
n = 0. The covariant derivative of this tensor will be
constructed in the manner similar to (1.6), namely
Dkhmn := dkhmn +Nhkmhhn +Nhknhmh.
To deal with the two-vector angle α = α{x}(y1, y2), we merely extend the operator
di in the separable way, namely
di =
∂
∂xi
+Nki(x, y1)
∂
∂yk1
+Nki(x, y2)
∂
∂yk2
, y1, y2 ∈ TxM, (I.1.11)
and introduce the covariant derivative Diα according to
Diα = diα. (I.1.12)
In the Riemannian geometry we have the separable operator
dRiemi =
∂
∂xi
+ Lki(x, y1)
∂
∂yk1
+ Lki(x, y2)
∂
∂yk2
, y1, y2 ∈ TxM, (I.1.13)
with the linear coefficients Lki(x, y1) = −Lkij(x)yj1 and Lki(x, y2) = −Lkij(x)yj2 obtained
from the Riemannian connection coefficients
Lmij = a
m
ij + S
m
ij, (I.1.14)
6where amij = a
m
ij(x) stands for the Christoffel symbols constructed from the Riemannian
metric tensor amn(x) and S
m
ij = S
m
ij(x) is an arbitrary torsion tensor: Smij = −Sjim
with Smij = amhS
h
ij . When applied to the Riemannian two-vector angle α
Riem
{x} (y1, y2) =
amn(x)y
m
1 y
n
2 /S1S2, where S1 =
√
amn(x)y
m
1 y
n
1 and S2 =
√
amn(x)y
m
2 y
n
2 , the operator
reveals the fundamental vanishing property
dRiemi α
Riem
{x} (y1, y2) = 0, y1, y2 ∈ TxM.
By analogy, one may assume that the Finsler coefficients Nki fulfill the separable
angle-preservation equation
Diα = 0 (I.1.15)
to try developing the theory in which the properties
DkF = 0, Dklm = 0, Dklm = 0, (I.1.16)
together with the metricity
Dkgmn = 0 (I.1.17)
hold fine. This metricity, taken in conjunction with the identities indicated in (1.7), just
entails the vanishing
lhN
h
kmn = 0. (I.1.18)
The following valuable implication can be deduced from angle by applying the
coincidence-limit method exposed in Section 3.2 in [12]: In any Finsler space the vanishing
assumption diα = 0 of the separable type entails the equality
Dihmn = 2
F
hmndiF (I.1.19)
(take below the formula (1.29), keeping H = const). If we additionally postulate diF = 0,
we obtain Dihmn = 0 and, therefore, Digmn = 0 .
Thus, starting with the separable angle-preservation equation leads to the following
implication:
PRESERV ATION OF ANGLE AND LENGTH =⇒ METRICITY, (I.1.20)
that is, the two conditions diα = 0 and diF = 0 entail Digmn = 0.
When Digmn = 0, the identity (1.8) communicates the validity of the vanishing
2DiCmnj +N timjgtn +N tinjgmt = 0, (I.1.21)
7which in turn entails that, because the tensor Cmnj is totally symmetric, the tensor
Nnimj := N
t
imjgtn
must be totally symmetric with respect to the subscripts n,m, j:
Nnimj = Nminj = Njimn = Nnijm, (I.1.22)
and whence
Nkimn = −DiCkmn, (I.1.23)
where
DiCkmn := diCkmn −NkitCtmn +N timCktn +N tinCkmt.
With the representation (1.23), the vanishing (1.18) can be regarded as a direct implication
of the identity ykCknj = 0 shown by the tensor Cknj.
Thus, in any Finsler space the two conditions diα = 0 and diF = 0 entail the
representation (1.23) for the coefficients Nkimn.
By differentiating these coefficients with respect to yj and making the interchange
of the indices m, j, and also noting that ∂Nkimn/∂y
j − ∂Nkijn/∂ym = 0 and
∂Ckmn
∂yj
− ∂C
k
jn
∂ym
= −2 (ChnmCkhj − ChnjCkhm) ,
from (1.23) we can arrive at the following vanishing after a short evaluation:
DiSnkjm = 0, where Snkij =
(
ChnjC
k
hi − ChniCkhj
)
F 2. (I.1.24)
However, there are no reasons to trust that the separable form (1.15) for the angle
preservation is applicable in general to any Finsler space. For it might happen that
the equation (1.15) doesn’t permit any solution with respect to the coefficients Nki =
Nki(x, y). Indeed, the formula (1.24) tells us that the following proposition is true.
Proposition I.1.1. One is entitled to hope to determine the coefficients Nmn of a
Finsler space from the separable equation diα = 0 supplemented by the condition diF = 0
if only the Finsler space possesses the property DiSnkjm = 0.
Clearly, the vanishing DiSnkjm = 0 can be realized in but rare particular cases of
the Finsler space.
In this connection it can be of help to introduce a characteristic indicatrix scale R(x)
in each tangent space to normalize the angle. If the volume VIx of the Finslerian indicatrix
Ix ⊂ TxM is finite, it is attractive to obtain the scale by the help of the equality
VIx = C1(R(x))
N−1, C1 = const . (I.1.25)
In this case the R(x) has the geometrical meaning of the radius of the indicatrix supported
by p. x.
8In this respect, there is the deep qualitative distinction of the Finsler geometry from
the Riemannian geometry. Namely, in the latter geometry we have simply VIx = const,
and whence R = const. The new reality that the value of VIx may vary from point to
point of the background manifold M arises in the Finsler geometry, in which case the R
may be a function of x.
The R(x) thus appeared proposes naturally the scale factor in the tangent Rieman-
nian space R{x} supported by the point x.
This motivation suggests the idea to replace the above angle α{x}(y1, y2) by the
normalized angle
α
{H(x)}
{x} (y1, y2) := H(x)α{x}(y1, y2), y1, y2 ∈ TxM, (I.1.26)
where we have introduced the scalar H(x) = 1/R(x), to use the preservation equation
diα
{H(x)}
{x} (y1, y2) = 0 (I.1.27)
instead of diα{x}(y1, y2) = 0 formulated in (1.15). The preservation law (1.27) can be
written in the recurrent form
diα +
1
H
Hiα = 0. (I.1.28)
The di is the operator (1.11) and Hi = ∂H/∂x
i.
Since the angle α{x}(y1, y2) is measured by the indicatrix arc length, it seems quite
natural to normalize the angle by means of the characteristic scale factor, according to
(1.26).
To elucidate patterns, it proves being of great help to apply the coincidence-limit
method (see Section 3.2 in [12]). Namely, with the function E = (1/2)α2 the recurrent
preservation diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0 proposed by (1.28) entails the following E-equation
∂E
∂xi
+Nk1i
∂E
∂yk1
+Nk2i
∂E
∂yk2
= − 2
H
HiE,
where Nk1i = N
k
i(x, y1) and N
k
2i = N
k
i(x, y2). Evaluating various partial derivatives of
this E-equation with respect to y1 and y2 and finding the coincidence limits when y2 → y1,
we can obtain a valuable information of the tensors of the Finsler space. Performing
the required evaluations on the level of the second-order partial derivatives ∂2/∂ym1 ∂y
n
2 ,
and, then, applying the operation y2 → y1 to the resultant expressions, it is possible
to arrive at the general conclusion that in any Finsler space the vanishing assumption
diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0 entails the equality
Dihmn = 2
F
hmndiF − 2
H
Hihmn. (I.1.29)
The formula (1.29) has been derived in Appendix E in all detail by performing
required long substitutions (see (E.37) in Appendix E).
By differentiating the equality (1.29) with respect to yj, it is possible to obtain the
coefficients Nkimn. In this way, when the vanishing diF = 0 is also keeping valid, simple
direct evaluations yield the representation
Nkimn =
2
H
Hi
1
F
lkhmn −DiCkmn, (I.1.30)
9which extends the previous (1.23). The symmetry (1.22) is now replaced by
N timjgtn − 2
H
Hi
1
F
hmj ln = N
t
imngtj − 2
H
Hi
1
F
hmnlj .
Instead of the vanishing (1.18) we obtain
FNkinmlk =
2
H
Hihmn. (I.1.31)
The vanishing DiSnkjm = 0 indicated in (1.24) is now extended, namely the above repre-
sentation (1.30) straightforwardly entails the equality
DiSnkjm = − 2
H
Hi
(
hkjhmn − hkmhjn
)
.
From (1.29) we can conclude that when diF = 0 we have
Digmn = − 2
H
Hihmn (I.1.32)
at an arbitrary smooth function H = H(x).
The equality (1.32) suggests us to introduce the total connection coefficients
T kim = −Nkim − 1
H
Hih
k
m, (I.1.33)
so that the deflection tensor
∆kim
def
= −Nkim − T kim (I.1.34)
is non-vanishing as far as Hi 6= 0, namely
∆kim =
1
H
Hih
k
m. (I.1.35)
It follows that
T kimy
m = −Nkimym ≡ −Nki, lkT kim = −lkNkim. (I.1.36)
There arises the total covariant derivative Ti, showing the properties
TiF = 0, Tilm = 0, Tilm = 0, (I.1.37)
and the metricity
Tignm = 0, (I.1.38)
where
TiF def= diF, Tilm def= dilm − T himlh, Tilm def= dilm + Tmihlh, (I.1.39)
10
and
Tignm def= dignm − T himghn − T hinghm. (I.1.40)
In all the previous formulas started with (1.26), the H(x) was an arbitrary smooth
scalar not related anyhow to the indicatrix curvature, the constancy of the indicatrix
curvature was not implied, and the Finsler space was arbitrary.
If the indicatrix of a Finsler space is a space of constant curvature at any point
x ∈ M , we say that the Finsler space is the FN -space, where N ≥ 3 is the dimension of
the space.
The interest to the Finsler space FN is motivated by the following important observa-
tions. Given an arbitrary Finsler space of any dimension N ≥ 3. The tangent Riemannian
space R{x} ⊂ TxM is conformally flat if and only if the indicatrix Ix ⊂ TxM is a space of
constant curvature, assuming naturally that the involved conformal multiplier is homo-
geneous with respect to the argument y. The dependence of the conformal multiplier on
the variable y is presented by the power of the Finsler metric function. The remarkable
equality CInd. ≡ H2 ensues. These observations form the content of Proposition II.2.1
(formulated and proved in Section II.2 of Chapter II), which extends Proposition 2.1 of
the preceding work [10,11] in the following essential aspect.
In [10,11], the assumption was made that the respective conformal multiplier is of the
power dependence on the Finsler metric function, in accordance with the representations
indicated in the formula (II.2.3) of Section II.2. In proving Proposition II.2.1 in Section
II.2, we outline the reasoning line which explains that the representations are actually the
direct consequences of the property that the indicatrices are spaces of constant curvature.
We say that the Finsler space FN is indicatrix-homogeneous if CInd. = const. In this
case, the deflectionless connection has been derived from the separable angle-preservation
equation in the preceding work [10,11].
Alternatively, the Finsler space FN is said to be indicatrix-inhomogeneous if CInd. =
CInd.(x). On this level, because of the equality CInd. ≡ H2, we have H = H(x) and Hi 6= 0.
On the indicatrix-inhomogeneous level of study of the Finsler space FN with diF = 0
the separable preservation law for the angle is impossible to introduce. Indeed, the law
entails the metricity Digmn = 0 of the deflectionless type (see (1.17) and the definition
(1.6)), together with the representation (1.23) for the coefficients Nkimn and the vanishing
DiSnkjm = 0, where Snkij =
(
ChnjC
k
hi − ChniCkhj
)
F 2 (see (1.24)). It is known that the
indicatrix is a space of constant curvature if and only if the last tensor fulfills the equality
Sn
k
ij = C(hnjh
k
i − hnihkj ) with the factor C which is independent of y, in which case
CInd. = 1 − C (see Section 5.8 in [1]). In the Finsler space FN , we have CInd. = H2. The
two vanishings Digmn = 0 and DiF = 0 entail Dihmn = 0. Whence from DiSnkjm = 0 it
follows that Hi = 0.
If, however, we start with recurrent preservation law supplemented by the vanishing
condition DiF = 0, then from (1.29) we have Dihmn = −(2/H)Hihmn. Applying the
covariant derivative Di to the tensor Snkij = C(hnjhki − hnihkj ) and taking into account
that C = 1−H2, after short evaluations we now arrive at the equality
DiSnkjm = − 2
H
Hi
(
hkjhmn − hkmhjn
)
11
which is equivalent to the implication written below (1.31). Thus, the following proposi-
tion is valid.
Proposition I.1.2. The recurrent-type preservation (1.28) of the angle, that is,
diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0, is reconciled with the indicatrix-inhomogeneous Finsler space FN
at any scalar H = H(x) obtainable from the identification CInd. = H2.
The observations motivate us to go to the preservation law (1.27) which is not sep-
arable from the standpoint of the indicatrix-arc angle α{x}(y1, y2), whenever H 6= const.
In so doing, the coefficients Nmn of the Finsler space FN are obtained to read (I.2.16)
in Section I.2. They don’t involve explicitly the gradients Hn. If, however, we expand the
partial derivatives ∂/∂xn which enter the right-hand part of (I.2.16), the coefficients will
break down into two parts:
Nmn = N
Im
n + N˘
m
n, N˘
m
n = N˘
mHn. (I.1.41)
Here, the first part N Imn are the coefficients of the indicatrix-homogeneous case (given
by the formula (2.30) in [10], and by the formula (2.36) in [11]) in which the constant H
has been merely replaced by arbitrary H(x), and the vector field N˘m does not involve
any gradient of H(x). We may say that the coefficients Nmn are of the linear dependence
on the gradient Hn.
The entailed coefficients Nkmn are given by the representation (II.3.32) of Chapter II
which is applicable to any indicatrix-inhomogeneous Finsler space FN . It is also possible
to evaluate explicitly the derivative coefficients Nkmni = ∂N
k
mn/∂y
i. The required evalu-
ations lead straightforwardly to the validity of the representation (1.30) in the FN -space
with an arbitrary smooth function H(x), provided the vanishing dnF = 0 is assumed (see
Proposition II.3.5 in Chapter II).
Having evaluated the coefficients Nkmn, we obtain from (1.33) the total connection
coefficients T kim thereby solving the problem of finding the connection in the FN -space
at the indicatrix-inhomogeneous level. The coefficients T kim involve the deflection ten-
sor ∆kim indicated in (1.34) and (1.35). There arises the covariant derivative T , which
properties are listed in (1.36)-(1.40).
Section I.2 gives a brief summary of Chapter II.
The formula (I.2.16) indicates the representation of the coefficients Nmn which is
valid for an arbitrary Finsler space of the type FN . The representation involves the vector
field U i which realizes the key transformation y = C(x, y¯) indicated in (I.2.1). Given a
particular Finsler space of the type FN , the formula (I.2.16) yields the coefficients Nmn
in a completely explicit way when the respective field U i is known.
The Finsleroid case to which Section I.3 is devoted provides us with such an example,
for the required field U i is explicitly given, namely by means of the representation (I.3.20)
(which was earlier found in Section 6 of [7]). Therefore, we can straightforwardly apply
the developed theory of the FN -space to the metric function of the Finsleroid type.
The expansion (1.41) for the respective Finsleroid coefficients Nmn has been evaluated.
The explicit representation of the entailed derivative coefficients Nkim is indicated. The
respective validity of the representations (1.29) and (1.30) of the tensors Dihmn and Nkimn
on the indicatrix-inhomogeneous level of study of the Finsleroid space has been verified
by direct evaluations presented in detail.
Several Appendices are added in which numerous fragments of the underlined eval-
uations have been displayed.
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I.2. Indicatrix of constant curvature
Let M be the base manifold, such that FN = (M,F ), where F = F (x, y) is the
Finsler metric function and N ≥ 3 is the dimension of the space. If the indicatrix of
a Finsler space is a space of constant curvature, we say that the Finsler space is the
FN -space. Denote by CInd. the value of curvature of the indicatrix supported by the point
x ∈ M . If CInd. is a constant over the manifold M , we say that the space FN is of the
indicatrix-homogeneous case.
In general, the value CInd. may vary from point to point of M , in which case we say
that the space FN is of the indicatrix-inhomogeneous type. The possibility is character-
ized by a function CInd. = CInd.(x) such that the derivative ∂CInd./∂xi does not vanish
identically.
In such spaces, the transformation
y = C(x, y¯), y, y¯ ∈ TxM, (I.2.1)
can be proposed which maps the tangent vectors y ∈ TxM into the tangent vectors of
the same tangent space TxM , subject to the following conditions. The transformation is
non-linear with respect to y¯. Non-singularity and sufficient smoothness are implied. Also,
the transformation is positively homogeneous of a degree H(x) regarding dependence on
tangent vectors y. Each tangent Riemannian space R{x} = {TxM, g{x}(y)} is conformally
transformed to Euclidean space, to be denoted by E{x}. The distribution of the last spaces
E{x} over the base manifold M composes the associated Riemannian space, which we
denote by RN = (M,S), where S =√amn(x)ymyn is the Riemannian metric constructed
from the metric tensor amn(x) of the space E{x}.
Under these conditions, the scalar H(x) can be taken from the identification
CInd. ≡ H2. (I.2.2)
The equality
S(x, y¯) = (F (x, y))H(x) (I.2.3)
arises (see (II.2.10)), which validates the indicatrix correspondence to the Euclidean
sphere; S(x, y¯) =
√
amn(x)y¯my¯n. The relevant conformal multiplier p
2 is constructed
from the Finsler metric function F , according to
p =
1
H
F 1−H . (I.2.4)
We take 1 > H > 0 for definiteness, the extension of the approach to other values of H
being a straightforward task.
If f(x, y) is the involved conformal multiplier in the tangent Riemannian space R{x},
then the equality
g{x}(y) = f(x, y)u{x}(y)
should introduce the tensor u{x}(y) which associated Riemannian curvature tensor van-
ishes identically. The function f(x, y) is assumed naturally to be homogeneous with
respect to the argument y. Denoting the homogeneity degree of f(x, y) by means of
2a(x), we just conclude that the difference 1− a is exactly the homogeneity degree of the
transformation (2.1) considered, that is,
H = 1− a.
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The following assertions are valid. A Finsler space is the FN -space if and only if the
indicatrix of the Finsler space is a space of constant curvature. The dependence of the
multiplier f on the variable y is presented by the power of the Finsler metric function F
(see Proposition II.2.1 in Section 2 of Chapter II).
The respective two-vector angle α{x}(y1, y2) proves to be obtainable from the angle
αRiem{x} (y1, y2) operative in the Riemannian space, namely the simple equality
α{x}(y1, y2) =
1
H(x)
αRiem{x} (y¯1, y¯2) (I.2.5)
(see (II.2.51)-(II.2.52)) is valid.
We locally represent the transformation (2.1) by means of the functions
yi = yi(x, t), tn ≡ y¯n. (I.2.6)
The homogeneity entails yi(x, kt) = k1/Hyi(x, t) with k > 0 and ∀t, together with yintn =
(1/H)yi, where yin = ∂y
i/∂tn.
The definition
U i
def
= (1/S)y¯i ≡ (1/FH)y¯i (I.2.7)
introduces the normalized vector, which is obviously unit: UiU
i = 1 and Ui = aijU
j .
The zero-degree homogeneity U i(x, ky) = U i(x, y) with k > 0 and ∀t holds, entailing the
identity U iny
n = 0 with
U in :=
∂U i
∂yn
=
1
FH
tin −
1
F
HU iln, (I.2.8)
where tin = ∂t
i/∂yn. It follows that
FHUhs y
k
h = h
k
s , F
HU iky
k
t = δ
i
t − U iUt, UiU in = 0. (I.2.9)
The vanishing
Ui
(
∂U i
∂xn
+ LiknU
k
)
= 0 (I.2.10)
holds obviously, where Link are the Riemannian connection coefficients (I.1.14).
The representation (2.5) of the angle takes on the simple form
α{x}(y1, y2) =
1
H(x)
arccosλ, with λ = amn(x)U
m
1 U
n
2 , (I.2.11)
where Um1 = U
m(x, y1) and U
m
2 = U
m(x, y2).
When the recurrent preservation diα+ (1/H)Hiα = 0 proposed by (1.28) is applied
to the angle given in (2.11), we obtain simply
diλ = 0, (I.2.12)
where di is the separable operator (1.11). That is, the recurrent preservation law formu-
lated for the Finsler FN-space angle α{x} given by (2.11) is tantamount to the separable
preservation law for the Euclidean angle αRiem{x} = arccosλ, whence to the separable preser-
vation law (2.12).
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The form of the right-hand part in the formula λ = amn(x)U
m
1 U
n
2 is such that the
law (2.11) is obviously equivalent to the vanishing
DnU i = 0 (I.2.13)
for the field U i = U i(x, y), where we introduced the covariant derivative
DnU i := dnU i + LinkUk. (I.2.14)
Since
dnU
i =
∂U i
∂xn
+NknU
i
k,
we arrive at the conclusion that in the FN -space, the coefficients Nmn can unambigu-
ously be found from the equation dn
(
H(x)α{x}(y1, y2)
)
= 0 to be given explicitly by the
representation
Nmn = −ymi FH
(
H
F
U i
∂F
∂xn
+
∂U i
∂xn
+
(
aink + S
i
nk
)
Uk
)
+ lmdnF (I.2.15)
(see (II.3.12) in Chapter II). Here, aink are the Riemannian Christoffel symbols; S
i
nk =
Sink(x) is an arbitrary torsion tensor, that is, the tensor possessing the skew-symmetry
property Sink = −Skni, where Sink = aijSjnk.
Whenever dnF = 0, the representation (2.15) takes on the form
Nmn = −lm ∂F
∂xn
− ymi FH
(
∂U i
∂xn
+
(
aink + S
i
nk
)
Uk
)
(I.2.16)
(see (II.1.19) in Chapter II). These coefficients Nmn present the general solution to the
couple equations dn
(
H(x)α{x}(y1, y2)
)
= 0 and dnF = 0, so that no problem of uniqueness
of connection coefficients may be questioned. The entrance of the torsion tensor Sikn is
the only freedom, in complete analogy to the connection coefficients of the Riemannian
space.
The evaluations performed in Section II.3 of Chapter II have arrived also at the
representation
Nmn = d
Riem
n y
m(x, t) +
1
H
Hny
m lnF (I.2.17)
(see (II.3.29) in Chapter II) which is alternative to (2.16); here, ym = ym(x, t) are the
functions (2.6).
The representations (2.15)-(2.17) involve the gradient Hn and are applicable to any
indicatrix-inhomogeneous Finsler space FN .
The coefficients Nkmn can be evaluated from (2.16) to read
Nkmn = − 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
− CknsN sm + 1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
− ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
(I.2.18)
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(see Proposition II.3.4 in Chapter II). With these coefficients, the validity of the repre-
sentation (1.30) for the entailed coefficients Nkimn can straightforwardly be verified (see
Proposition II.3.5 in Chapter II).
The space FN is obtainable from the Riemannian space RN by means of the defor-
mation y = C(x, y¯) (see (II.2.1) in Chapter II) which can be presented by the deformation
tensor
C im := py¯
i
m, (I.2.19)
so that
gmn = C
i
mC
j
naij (I.2.20)
and the zero-degree homogeneity
C im(x, ky) = C
i
m(x, y), k > 0, ∀y, (I.2.21)
holds, together with the identity
C im(x, y)y
m = (F (x, y))1−H y¯i (I.2.22)
(see (II.2.24)-(II.2.27)). In Section II.4 we show that the C-deformation is T -covariant
constant:
T ·C = 0, (I.2.23)
where T designates the covariant derivative introduced by the help of the formulas (I.1.33)-
(I.1.40) (see Proposition II.4.1).
Also, the covariant derivative T is the manifestation of the transitivity of the con-
nection under the C-transformation, in short,
T = C · ∇, (I.2.24)
where ∇ is the covariant derivative applicable in the background Riemannian space RN
(see Proposition II.4.2). In other words, in the Finsler space FN the metrical non-linear
angle-preserving connection is the C-export of the metrical linear connection (II.1.2)
applicable in the space RN .
In Section II.5 we perform the attentive comparison between the commutators of
the involved Finsler covariant derivative T and the commutators of the underlined Rie-
mannian covariant derivative ∇, not assuming H = const, such that H(x) can be an
arbitrary smooth function of x. In this way, we derive the associated curvature tensor
ρk
n
ij . Important properties of the tensor are elucidated.
I.3. Reduction to the Finsleroid space
In the Finsleroid case, we make the notation change H(x)→ h(x).
The scalar g(x) obtained through
h(x) =
√
1− g
2(x)
4
, with − 2 < g(x) < 2, (I.3.1)
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plays the role of the characteristic parameter.
It follows that
gi = −4h
g
hi, (I.3.2)
where gi = ∂g/∂x
i and hi = ∂h/∂x
i.
We assume that in addition to a Riemannian metric
√
aij(x)yiyj the manifold M
admits a non-vanishing 1-form b = bi(x)y
i of the unit length:
aij(x)b
i(x)bj(x) = 1, (I.3.3)
where bi(x) = aij(x)bj(x). The tensor a
ij(x) is reciprocal to aij(x), so that aija
jn = δni ,
where δni stands for the Kronecker symbol. We need also the quadratic form
B = b2 + gbq + q2 ≡
(
b+
1
2
gq
)2
+ h2q2, (I.3.4)
where
q =
√
rmnymyn with rmn = amn − bmbn, (I.3.5)
so that
aij(x)y
iyj = b2 + q2. (I.3.6)
We shall also use the scalar
χ =
1
h
(
− arctan G
2
+arctan
L
hb
)
, if b ≥ 0; χ = 1
h
(
pi− arctan G
2
+arctan
L
hb
)
, if b ≤ 0,
(I.3.7)
with the function L = q + (g/2)b fulfilling the identity
L2 + h2b2 = B. (I.3.8)
The definition range
0 ≤ χ ≤ 1
h
pi
is of value to describe all the tangent space. The normalization in (3.7) is such that
χ
∣∣
y=b
= 0. (I.3.9)
The quantity (3.7) can conveniently be written as
χ =
1
h
f (I.3.10)
with the function
f = arccos
A(x, y)√
B(x, y)
(I.3.11)
ranging as follows:
0 ≤ f ≤ pi. (I.3.12)
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The Finsleroid-axis vector bi relates to the value f = 0, and the opposed vector −bi relates
to the value f = pi:
f = 0 ∼ y = b; f = pi ∼ y = −b. (I.3.13)
With these ingredients, we construct the Finsler metric function
K =
√
B J, with J = e−
1
2
gχ . (I.3.14)
The normalization is such that
K(x, b(x)) = 1 (I.3.15)
(notice that q = 0 at yi = bi). The positive (not absolute) homogeneity holds: K(x, γy) =
γK(x, y) for any γ > 0 and all admissible (x, y).
Under these conditions, we call K(x, y) the FFPDg -Finsleroid metric function, ob-
taining the FFPDg -Finsler space
FFPDg := {M ; aij(x); bi(x); g(x); K(x, y)}. (I.3.16)
Definition. Within any tangent space TxM , the metric function K(x, y) produces
the FFPDg -Finsleroid
FFPDg; {x} := {y ∈ FFPDg; {x} : y ∈ TxM,K(x, y) ≤ 1}. (I.3.17)
Definition. The FFPDg -Indicatrix IFPDg; {x} ⊂ TxM is the boundary of the FFPDg -
Finsleroid, that is,
IFPDg {x} := {y ∈ IFPDg {x} : y ∈ TxM,K(x, y) = 1}. (I.3.18)
Definition. The scalar g(x) is called the Finsleroid charge. The 1-form b = bi(x)yi
is called the Finsleroid–axis 1-form.
The entailed components yi := (1/2)∂K
2/∂yi) of the covariant tangent vector yˆ =
{yi} can be found in the simple form
yi = (ui + gqbi)J
2, (I.3.19)
where ui = aijy
j.
Let us elucidate the structure of the coefficients Nkm in the Finsleroid case proper.
From (6.26) of [7] it follows that the quantity U i = (1/Kh)y¯i can explicitly be given by
U i =
[
hvi +
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
bi
]
1√
B
, (I.3.20)
where vi = yi − bbi. So we have
∂U i
∂g
= − g
4h
vi
1√
B
+
1
2
qbi
1√
B
− 1
2B
U iqb,
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or
∂U i
∂g
= − g
4h2
U i +
g
4h2
(b+
1
2
gq)bi
1√
B
+
1
2
qbi
1√
B
− 1
2B
U iqb.
Since
Khymi U
i =
1
h
ym
(a consequence of the homogeneity involved) and
Khymi b
i =
[
bm +
1
B
(
1
h
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
− b− gq
)
ym
]√
B
(see (D.12) in [7]), we can straightforwardly evaluate the contraction
Khymi
∂U i
∂g
= − g
4h2
1
h
ym − 1
2B
1
h
qbym +
g
4h2
(b+
1
2
gq)bm +
g
4h2
1
B
1
h
(
b+
1
2
gq
)2
ym
− g
4h2
1
B
(b+
1
2
gq)(b+ gq)ym +
1
2
q
[
bm +
1
B
(
1
h
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
− b− gq
)
ym
]
.
Using the equality (
b+
1
2
gq
)2
= B − h2q2
(see (3.4)) leads to the representation
Khymi
∂U i
∂g
=
g
4h2
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
bm − g
4
1
B
1
h
q2ym − g
4h2
1
B
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
(b+ gq)ym
+
1
2
q
[
bm +
1
B
(
1
h
1
2
gq − b− gq
)
ym
]
,
which can be simplified as follows:
Khymi
∂U i
∂g
=
g
4h2
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
bm − g
4h2
1
B
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
(b+ gq)ym
+
1
2h2
q
[
bm
(
1− g
2
4
)
− 1
B
(b+ gq)ym
(
1− g
2
4
)]
=
1
2h2
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
bm − 1
2h2
1
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
(b+ gq)ym,
so that
Khymi
∂U i
∂g
=
1
2h2
1
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
[Bbm − (b+ gq)ym] .
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By comparing this result with the representation
Am =
N
2
g
1
qK
[
q2bm − (b+ gq)vm
]
≡ KCmnn
(see (A.27) in [7]), we come to
Khymi
∂U i
∂g
=
1
h2
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Am. (I.3.21)
Therefore, in the Finsleroid case the coefficients Nki proposed by (I.2.16) are the
sum
Nki = N
Ik
i + N˘
k
i, N˘
k
i = N˘
kgi, (I.3.22)
where
N˘k = − 1
h2
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak − 1
2
M¯yk (I.3.23)
with M¯ coming from
∂K2
∂g
= M¯K2. (I.3.24)
The torsion tensor Skij = S
k
ij(x) has been neglected. The N
Ik
i are the coefficients (6.48)
of [7] ( they can also be found in [10,11]), namely,
N Iki =
[(
b− 1
h
(
b+
1
2
gq
))
ηkj+
(
1
q2
vk
(
b− 1
h
(b+ gq)
)
+
(
1
h
−1
)
bk
)
yj
]
∇ibj − akijyj.
(I.3.25)
They don’t involve the gradient gi. The tensor
ηkn = akn − bkbn − 1
q2
vkvn (I.3.26)
enters the representation. This tensor obeys the nullification
ykη
kn = bkη
kn = 0. (I.3.27)
The designation ∇i stands for the Riemannian covariant derivative constructed with the
help of the Riemannian Christoffel symbols akij = a
k
ij(x).
The N Iki are the coefficients N
k
i obtained when the condition h = const which
specifies the indicatrix-homogeneous case is postulated.
For the coefficients
N˘kim =
∂N˘ki
∂ym
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the representation
N˘kim =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k − 1
2
giM¯h
k
m +
1
K
lmN˘
k
i (I.3.28)
is obtained (see Appendix A).
Using (3.28) we find straightforwardly that
yk
∂2N˘ki
∂ym∂yn
=
2
h
hihmn. (I.3.29)
For the coefficients
N˘kimn =
∂N˘kim
∂yn
the representation
N˘kimn = − g
2h2
gi
1
K
hmnl
k − 1
gh2
gi
1
K
Akmn (I.3.30)
can explicitly be derived (see Appendix A); Akmn = KC
k
mn.
The full coefficients read
Nkimn =
2
h
hi
1
K
lkhmn − 1
K
DiAkmn (I.3.31)
(see Appendix A). Thus in the Finsleroid case proper we have straightforwardly verified
the validity of the representation (1.30).
Chapter II. Phenomenon of indicatrix of constant curvature
with CInd. = CInd.(x)
II.1. Motivation
In any dimension N ≥ 3 the Finsler metric function F geometrizes the tangent bundle
TM over the base manifold M such that at each point x ∈ M the tangent space TxM
is endowed with the curvature tensor constructed from the respective Finslerian metric
tensor g{x}(y) by means of the conventional rule of the Riemannian geometry considering
y to be the variable argument. There arises the Riemannian space R{x} = {TxM, g{x}(y)}
supported by the point x ∈M such that TxM plays the role of the base manifold for the
space. We call R{x} the tangent Riemannian space.
Given an N -dimensional Riemannian space RN = (M,S), where S denotes the
Riemannian metric function, one may endeavor to obtain a Finsler space FN = (M,F )
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by applying an appropriate transformation C to tangent spaces. The base manifold M is
keeping the same for both the spaces, RN and FN .
We assume that the transformation C is restrictive, in the sense that no point x ∈M
is shifted under the transformation, so that in each tangent space TxM the deformation
maps tangent vectors y ∈ TxM into the tangent vectors of the same TxM :
y = C(x, y¯), y, y¯ ∈ TxM. (II.1.1)
In general, this transformation is non-linear with respect to y¯. Non-singularity and suffi-
cient smoothness are always implied.
We may evidence in the Riemannian space RN the metrical linear Riemannian con-
nection RL, which in terms of local coordinates {xi} introduced in M is given by
RL = {Lmj, Lmij} : Lmj = −Lmjiyi, Lmij = amij + Smij , (II.1.2)
where amij = a
m
ij(x) stands for the Christoffel symbols constructed from the Rieman-
nian metric tensor amn(x) of the space RN and Smij = Smij(x) is an arbitrary torsion
tensor: Smij = −Sjim with Smij = amhShij . The respective covariant derivative ∇ can be
introduced in the natural way. Namely, considering the (1,1)-type tensor W nm(x, y) on the
tangent bundle associated to the space RN , we can take the definition
∇iW nm = dRiemi W nm + LnhiW hm − LhmiW nh, (II.1.3)
which involves the action of the operator
dRiemi =
∂
∂xi
+ Lki
∂
∂yk
. (II.1.4)
In the tangent Riemannian space R{x} we can construct from the metric tensor
gij = gij(x, y) the curvature tensor R̂{x} = {R̂nmij(x, y)} by the help of the ordinary
Riemannian method, regarding {yi} as variables. Namely, we obtain the representation
R̂n
m
ij =
∂Cmni
∂yj
− ∂C
m
nj
∂yi
+ ChniC
m
hj − ChnjCmhi.
Since ∂Cmni/∂y
j − ∂Cmnj/∂yi ≡ −2
(
ChniC
m
hj − ChnjCmhi
)
, we have simply
R̂n
m
ij =
1
F 2
Sn
m
ij,
where
Sn
m
ij =
(
ChnjC
m
hi − ChniCmhj
)
F 2.
The tensor Sn
m
ij describes the curvature of indicatrix (see Section 5.8 in [1]).
We need the metrical non-linear Finsler connection FN , such that
FN = {Nmi, Tmij} : Nmi = Nmi(x, y), Tmij = Tmij(x, y), (II.1.5)
where the objects Nmi(x, y) and T
m
ij(x, y) are to depend on the variable y in an essentially
non-linear way. The adjective “metrical” means that the action of the entailed covariant
derivative on the Finsler metric function, and also on the Finsler metric tensor, yields
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identically zero. The coefficients Nmi and T
m
ij are assumed to be positively homogeneous
regarding the dependence on vectors y, respectively of degree 1 and degree 0.
In the Riemannian limit of the Finsler space, the spaces R{x} are Euclidean spaces
and the tensor g{x}(y) is independent of y. The conformally flat structure of the spaces
R{x} can naturally be taken to treat as the next level of generality of the Finsler space.
Can the metrical connection preserving the two-vector angle be introduced on that level?
The deformation of the Riemannian space to the Finsler space proves to be the
convenient method of consideration to apply. Namely, when the Riemannian space can
be deformated to the Finsler space characterized by the conformally flat structure of the
spaces R{x} the positive and clear answer to the above question can be arrived at. The
respective conformal multiplier is shown to be a power of the Finsler metric function.
We shall evidence the phenomenon that the used non-linear deformation
FN = C · RL (II.1.6)
of the Riemannian connection yields the Finsler connection FN which preserves the Fins-
lerian two-vector angle α{x}(y1, y2).
II.2. Key observations
Below, any dimension N ≥ 3 is allowable.
Let M be an N -dimensional C∞ differentiable manifold, TxM denote the tangent
space to M at a point x ∈ M , and y ∈ TxM\0 mean tangent vectors. Suppose we are
given on the tangent bundle TM a Riemannian metric S. Denote by RN = (M,S) the
obtained N -dimensional Riemannian space. Let additionally a Finsler metric function F
be introduced on this TM , yielding a Finsler space FN = (M,F ). We shall study the
Finsler space FN can be specified according to the following definition.
INPUT DEFINITION. The Finsler space FN under consideration is the deformated
Riemannian space RN :
FN = C · RN , (II.2.1)
specified by the condition that in each tangent space TxM the metric tensor g{x}(y)
produced by the Finsler metric is the C-transformation of the tensor which is conformal
to the Euclidean metric tensor entailed by the Riemannian metric of the space RN . It
is assumed that the applied C-transformations (1.1) do not influence any point x ∈ M
of the base manifold M and that they are sufficiently smooth and invertible. It is also
natural to require that the C-transformations (1.1) send unit vectors to unit vectors:
IF {x} = C · S{x}. (II.2.2)
Additionally, we subject the C-transformation to the condition of positive homogeneity
with respect to tangent vectors y, denoting the degree of homogeneity by H .
If f(x, y) is the involved conformal multiplier in the tangent Riemannian space R{x},
then the equality g{x}(y) = f(x, y)u{x}(y) should introduce the tensor u{x}(y) which asso-
ciated Riemannian curvature tensor vanishes identically. The function f(x, y) is assumed
naturally to be homogeneous with respect to the argument y. Denoting the homogeneity
degree of f(x, y) by means of 2a(x), we just conclude that the difference 1− a is exactly
the homogeneity degree of the transformation (2.1) considered, that is, H = 1− a.
The following proposition is valid.
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Proposition II.2.1. A Finsler space is the FN -space if and only if the indicatrix of
the Finsler space is a space of constant curvature. The dependence of the multiplier f on
the variable y proves to be presented by the power of the Finsler metric function F , such
that
g{x}(y) = p
2u{x}(y), p = c1(x) (F (x, y))
a(x) , c1(x) > 0. (II.2.3)
The equality CInd. = H2 ensues.
The proposition is of the local meaning in both the base manifold and the tangent
space.
Proof. Given an arbitrary Finsler space of any dimension N ≥ 3. The tangent
Riemannian space R{x} is conformally flat if and only if the indicatrix is a space of
constant curvature. Indeed, in dimensions N ≥ 4 the conformal flatness holds if and
only if the respective Weyl tensor Wijmn vanishes identically. By evaluating the tensor
and considering the direct implications of the contraction vanishing Wijmnl
nlj = 0, we
immediately obtain the representation Snmij = C(hnjhmi−hnihmj) which is characteristic
of the constancy of the indicatrix curvature. In the dimension N ≥ 3, the conformal
flatness of the spaceR{x} is tantamount to the identical vanishing of the respective Cotton-
York tensor. Considering the vanishing attentively leads again to the representation
Snmij = C(x)(hnjhmi − hnihmj). These observations prove the first part of Proposition
II.2.1. All the involved computations are explicitly represented in Appendix B.
To get the required conclusions concerning the form of the respective conformal
multiplier we can start with the tensor uij = z(x, y)(c1(x))
−2F−2a(x)gij , where z is a test
smooth positive function homogeneous of the degree zero with respect to the argument
y. We evaluate the respective curvature tensor R˜{x} and assume R˜{x} = 0 to determine
the tensor Sn
m
ij =
(
ChnjC
m
hi − ChniCmhj
)
F 2. After that, we consider the implications
of the vanishing Sn
m
ijl
mlj = 0 and arrive at the representation
Snmij = a(2− a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj) + F 2 1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(hnjhmi − hnihmj)
+
a− 1
2z
(
zn(lihmj − ljhmi)− zm(lihnj − ljhni) + ln(zihmj − zjhmi)− lm(zihjn − zjhin)
)
F,
where zk = ∂z/∂y
k . The tensor Sn
m
ij must obviously possess the property Snmijl
i = 0.
Therefore, we must fulfill the equation (a − 1)(znhmj − zmhnj) = 0. Because of a 6= 1,
we can take only zn = 0, which means that the function z is independent of y. Without
any loss of generality we can take z = 1. Thus we have proved the second part in
Proposition II.2.1. From the above representation of the tensor Snmij we just obtain
CInd. = 1− a(2− a) ≡ (1− a)2. Since the difference 1− a is equal to H , the identification
CInd. = H2 is valid. All the computations which are required to trace the validity of the
formulas exposed can be found in Appendix C. Proposition II.2.1 is valid. To have the
equality S(x, y¯) = (F (x, y))H(x), we make the choice c1 = 1/H .
Let the C-transformation (I.2.1) proposed in Chapter I be assigned locally by means
of the differentiable functions
y¯m = y¯m(x, y), (II.2.4)
subject to the required homogeneity
y¯m(x, ky) = kH y¯m(x, y), k > 0, ∀y. (II.2.5)
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This entails the identity
y¯mk y
k = Hy¯m, (II.2.6)
where y¯mk = ∂y¯
m/∂yk. Fulfilling (2.1) means locally
gmn(x, y) = cij(x, y¯)y¯
i
my¯
j
n, cij(x, y¯) = (p(x, y))
2 aij(x). (II.2.7)
If we contract this tensor by ymyn and use the homogeneity identity (2.6), we obtain the
equality
p(x, y) =
1
H(x)
F (x, y)
S(x, y¯)
. (II.2.8)
On every punctured tangent space TxM \0, the Finsler metric function F is assumed
to be positive, and also positively homogeneous of degree 1:
F (x, ky) = kF (x, y), k > 0, ∀y.
The entailed Finsler metric tensor is positively homogeneous of degree 0. Therefore, to
comply the representation (2.7) with the stipulation (2.3), we must put
H = 1− a. (II.2.9)
With this observation, comparing (2.3) with (2.8) yields the equality
c1S =
1
H
FH . (II.2.10)
To comply with the indicatrix correspondence (2.2), we should put c1 = 1/H , which leads
to the equality S = FH indicated in (I.2.3).
Denote by
yi = yi(x, t), tn ≡ y¯n, (II.2.11)
the inverse transformation, so that
yi(x, kt) = k1/Hyi(x, t), k > 0, ∀t,
and
yint
n =
1
H
yi, (II.2.12)
where yin = ∂y
i/∂tn. The inverse to (2.7) reads:
gkhy
k
my
h
n = cmn. (II.2.13)
The following useful relations can readily be arrived at:
ymy
m
n =
F 2
HS2
tn ≡ 1
H
F 2(1−H)tn, tn = anht
h, (II.2.14)
and
ymy
m
nlt
l
j + gmjy
m
n = 2
(
1
H
− 1
)
F−2Hyjtn +
1
H
F 2(1−H)anht
h
j ,
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where tlj = y¯
l
j and y
m
nl = ∂y
m
n /∂y
l. Alternatively,
tht
h
n =
HS2
F 2
yn ≡ HF 2(H−1)yn (II.2.15)
and
tht
h
nuy
u
i + ahit
h
n = 2(H − 1)F−2tiyn +HF 2(H−1)gnuyui , (II.2.16)
where thnu = ∂t
h
n/∂y
u. We may also write
tht
h
ni = H(1−H)F 2(H−1)(gni − 2lnli). (II.2.17)
From (2.13) it follows that
gnmy
m
i = p
2tjnaij , y
k
hpt
p
n = −ykptpnvyvh.
Differentiating (2.7) with respect to yk yields the following representation for the
tensor Cmnk = (1/2)∂gmn/∂y
k:
2Cmnk = (1−H) 2
F
lkgmn + p
2(timkt
j
n + t
i
mt
j
nk)aij. (II.2.18)
Contracting this tensor by yn results in the equality
p2timkt
jaij =
(
1
H
− 1
)
(hkm − lklm), (II.2.19)
where the vanishing Cmnky
n = 0 and the homogeneity identity (2.6) have been taken into
account.
Symmetry of the tensor Cmnk demands
(1−H) 2
F
(lkgmn − lmgkn) + p2(timtjnk − tiktjnm)aij = 0, (II.2.20)
so that we may alternatively write
Cmnk = (1−H) 1
F
(lkgmn + lngmk − lmgnk) + p2timtjnkaij. (II.2.21)
Contracting the last tensor by gnk yields
2Cm = (1−H) 2
F
lm + g
nkp2(tinkt
j
m + t
i
nt
j
mk)aij ≡ 2Cmnkgnk,
from which it ensues that
2Cm = (1−H) 2
F
lm + 2g
nkp2tinkt
j
maij + g
nkp2(tint
j
mk − timtjnk)aij ,
or
2Cm = (1−H) 2
F
lm + 2g
nkp2tinkt
j
maij − (1−H)gnk
2
F
(lmgnk − lngmk)aij .
It is also convenient to use the representation
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FCm = −(N − 2)(1−H)lm + Fgnkp2tinktjmaij. (II.2.22)
Since ymi = p
2tjnaijg
nm, we can write
FCm = −(N − 2)(1−H)lm + Fgnktinkymi . (II.2.23)
The space FN is obtainable from the Riemannian space RN by means of the defor-
mation which, owing to (2.7), can be presented by the conformal deformation tensor
C im := py¯
i
m, (II.2.24)
so that
gmn = C
i
mC
j
naij. (II.2.25)
The zero-degree homogeneity
C im(x, ky) = C
i
m(x, y), k > 0, ∀y, (II.2.26)
holds, together with
C im(x, y)y
m = (F (x, y))1−H y¯i. (II.2.27)
The indicatrix correspondence (2.2) is a direct implication of the equality S = FH .
We may apply the transformation (1.1) to the unit vectors:
l = C · L : li = yi(x, L); L = C−1 · l : Li = ti(x, l), (II.2.28)
where li = yi/F (x, y) and Li = ti/S(x, t) are components of the respective Finslerian and
Riemannian unit vectors, which possess the properties F (x, l) = 1 and S(x, L) = 1. We
have Lm = tm(x, l). On the other hand, from (2.7) it just follows that
gmn(x, l) =
1
H2
aij(x)t
i
m(x, l)t
j
n(x, l), (II.2.29)
so that under the transformation (2.28) we have
gmn(x, l)dl
mdln =
1
H2
aij(x)dL
idLj . (II.2.30)
Note. The deformation performed by the formulas (2.24) and (2.25) is unholonomic,
in the sense that
∂C im
∂yn
− ∂C
i
n
∂ym
6= 0. (II.2.31)
The vanishing appears if only the factor p = F 1−H/H is independent of the vectors y,
that is, when H = 1 (which is the Riemannian case proper). Regarding the y-dependence,
the tensor C im is homogeneous of degree zero, in accordance with (2.26). If we divide the
tensor by p, we obtain from (2.24) the tensor y¯im which is the derivative tensor, namely
y¯im = ∂y¯
i/∂ym. However, such a property cannot be addressed to the tensor C im. It is
the reason why we start with the stipulation that the underlined transformation (which
is downloaded locally by the formulas (2.4)-(2.7)) be homogeneous of the degree H with
respect to the variable y. By proceeding in this way, it proves possible to come to the
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conformal representation (2.30) of gmn(x, l)dl
mdln which is of the key significance to obtain
the angle and the connection coefficients.
No support vector enters the right-hand part of (2.30). Therefore, any two nonzero
tangent vectors y1, y2 ∈ TxM in a fixed tangent space TxM form the FN -space angle
α{x}(y1, y2) =
1
H(x)
arccosλ, (II.2.32)
where the scalar
λ =
amn(x)t
m
1 t
n
2
S1S2
, with tm1 = t
m(x, y1) and t
m
2 = t
m(x, y2), (II.2.33)
is of the entire Riemannian meaning in the space RN ; the notation S1 =
√
amn(x)tm1 t
n
1
and S2 =
√
amn(x)tm2 t
n
2 has been used.
From (2.33) it follows that
∂λ
∂xi
=
amn,it
m
1 t
n
2
S1S2
+
1
S1S2
amn
(
∂tm1
∂xi
tn2 + t
m
1
∂tn2
∂xi
)
−1
2
λ
[
1
S1S1
(
amn,it
m
1 t
n
1 + 2amn
∂tm1
∂xi
tn1
)
+
1
S2S2
(
amn,it
m
2 t
n
2 + 2amn
∂tm2
∂xi
tn2
)]
,
where amn,i = ∂amn/∂x
i, and
∂λ
∂yk1
=
[
amnt
n
2
S1S2
− amnt
n
1
S1S1
λ
]
tm1k,
∂λ
∂yk2
=
[
amnt
n
1
S2S1
− amnt
n
2
S2S2
λ
]
tm2k.
When the recurrent preservation
diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0
proposed by (I.1.28) is applied to the angle given in (2.32), we obtain simply
diλ = 0, (II.2.34)
where di is the separable operator (I.1.11). That is, the recurrent preservation law formu-
lated for the Finsler FN -space angle (2.32) is tantamount to the separable preservation
law (2.34) for the Euclidean angle arccosλ.
We note also that
Ak1
∂λ
∂yk1
= F1g
nh
1 t1
i
nhy1
k
i
∂λ
∂yk1
= F1g
nh
1 t1
i
nh
[
t2i
S1S2
− t1i
S1S1
λ
]
.
II.3. Derivation and properties of the coefficients Nmn in the FN-space
Let us start from (2.11) and introduce the vector U i = U i(x, y) according to
U i
def
=
1
S
ti ≡ 1
FH
ti, (II.3.1)
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which is obviously unit:
UiU
i = 1, Ui = aijU
j . (II.3.2)
The zero-degree homogeneity
U i(x, ky) = U i(x, y), k > 0, ∀y, (II.3.3)
holds, entailing the identity
U iny
n = 0, (II.3.4)
where
U in :=
∂U i
∂yn
=
1
FH
tin −
1
F
HU iln. (II.3.5)
From (2.14) it follows that
FHUhs y
k
h = h
k
s , F
HU iky
k
t = δ
i
t − U iUt, UiU in = 0. (II.3.6)
The vanishing
Ui
(
∂U i
∂xn
+ LiknU
k
)
= 0 (II.3.7)
holds obviously, where Likn = L
i
kn(x) are the Riemannian connection coefficients ap-
peared in (1.2).
The representation (2.33) takes on the simple form
λ = amn(x)U
m
1 U
n
2 , (II.3.8)
with
Um1 = U
m(x, y1), U
m
2 = U
m(x, y2). (II.3.9)
The form of the rght-hand part in the formula (3.8) which represents the scalar λ
is such that the preservation law diλ = 0 written in (2.34) is obviously equivalent to the
vanishing
DnU i = 0 (II.3.10)
for the field U i = U i(x, y), with the covariant derivative
DnU i := dnU i + LinkUk. (II.3.11)
Since
dnU
i =
∂U i
∂xn
+NknU
i
k,
we obtain the representation
Nmn = −ymi FH
(
H
F
U i
∂F
∂xn
+
∂U i
∂xn
+ LinkU
k
)
+ lmdnF (II.3.12)
which was indicated in (I.2.15).
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We have arrived at the following proposition.
Proposition II.3.1. Given an arbitrary smooth function H(x), the angle preserva-
tion equation dnα + (1/H)Hnα = 0 in the FN-space entails the representation (3.12) for
the coefficients Nmn.
By differentiating (3.10) with respect to ym we may conclude that the covariant
derivative
DnU im := dnU im −DhnmU ih + LinlU lm, Dhnm = −Nhnm, (II.3.13)
vanishes identically:
DnU im = 0. (II.3.14)
Below, we shall assume that
dnF = 0.
Using ti = FHU i together with
Dnti := dnti + Likntk, (II.3.15)
from (3.10) we find
Dnti = tiHn lnF. (II.3.16)
Differentiating (3.16) with respect to ym leads to the conclusion that the covariant
derivative
Dntim := dntim −Dhnmtih + Linltlm (II.3.17)
possesses the property
Dntim =
(
tim lnF + t
ilm
1
F
)
Hn. (II.3.18)
With p = (1/H)F 1−H from (3.18) we get
Dn(ptim) = ptilm
1
F
Hn − 1
H
Hnpt
i
m, (II.3.19)
so that,
Dn(ptim) = −
p
H
Hnh
k
mt
i
k. (II.3.20)
Consider (2.7):
gmn(x, y) = p
2timt
j
naij(x).
We obtain
Dkgmn = p2
(
tilm
1
F
− 1
H
tim
)
Hkt
j
naij + p
2tim
(
tjln
1
F
− 1
H
tjn
)
Hkaij.
Using tht
h
n = HF
2(H−1)yn (see (2.34)) leads to
Dkgmn = − 2
H
Hkgmn + p
2lmHkHF
2(H−1)ln + p
2timt
jln
1
F
Hkaij .
In this way we arrive at the following result after the direct evaluations performed.
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Proposition II.3.2. Given an arbitrary smooth function H(x) in the FN -space,
the angle preservation dnα + (1/H)Hnα = 0 taken in conjunction with the preservation
dnF = 0 of the metric function entails that the covariant derivative of the metric tensor
reads
Dkgmn = − 2
H
Hkhmn. (II.3.21)
Now, we contract (3.19) by ymk , getting
ymk Dntim = ymk dntim −Dhnmymk tih + Link =
(
δik lnF + t
itk
1
HF 2H
)
Hn.
Since ynk t
k
j = δ
n
j , the previous identity can be transformed to
timdny
m
k +D
h
nmy
m
k t
i
h − Link = −
(
δik lnF + t
itk
1
HF 2H
)
Hn.
Contract this equality by yji , obtaining the equality
dny
j
k +D
j
nmy
m
k − Linkyji = −
(
yjk lnF + y
jtk
1
H2F 2H
)
Hn, (II.3.22)
which can be written simply as
dn
(
1
p
yjk
)
+ T jnmy
m
k
1
p
− Linkyji
1
p
= 0, (II.3.23)
where T jnm are the coefficients introduced in (I.1.33). Taking into account the represen-
tations (3.15)-(3.16) together with the identity
tm
∂
1
p
yjk
∂tm
= 0
ensuing from the homogeneity, the equality (3.23) becomes
dRiemn
(
1
p
yjk
)
+ T jnmy
m
k
1
p
− Linkyji
1
p
= 0. (II.3.24)
We have used the Riemannian operator dRiemn introduced in (II.1.4).
We know that
dRiemn t
k + Lknmt
m = 0. (II.3.25)
Therefore, contracting (3.24) by tk yields
dRiemn
(
1
Hp
yj
)
−N jn 1
Hp
= 0. (II.3.26)
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Here we have
Hp = F 1−H = S1/H
1
S
, (II.3.27)
so that
dRiemn
1
Hp
=
1
Hp
1
H2
Hn lnS ≡ 1
Hp
1
H
Hn lnF. (II.3.28)
We arrive at the following proposition.
Proposition II.3.3. With an arbitrary smooth function H(x), in the FN -space
with dnF = 0 the representation
Nmn = d
Riem
n y
m(x, t) +
1
H
Hny
m lnF (II.3.29)
written by the help of the Riemannian operator dRiemn is valid.
The derivative coefficients Nkmn = ∂N
k
m/∂y
n can straightforwardly be evaluated
from the coefficients Nkm written in (I.2.16). We obtain
Nkmn = − 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
−
(
ykhpt
p
n +
H
F
ykhln
)
FH
(
∂Uh
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
)
−ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
.
Owing to (3.10)), we have
∂Uh
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s = −N smUhs ,
so that using (3.6) we observe that the coefficients Nkmn are equal to
− 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
+ Uhs y
k
hpt
p
nF
HN sm +
H
F
ykhlnF
HN smU
h
s − ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
,
or
Nkmn = − 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
− hvsykj tjnvN sm +
H
F
hks lnN
s
m − ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
,
where the relation
FHUhs y
k
hpt
p
n = −FHUhs ykptpnvyvh = −hvsykptpnv
has been used.
From (2.21) we have
p2timt
j
nkaij = Cmnk − (1−H)
1
F
(lkgmn + lngmk − lmgnk),
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which is
gmvy
v
j t
j
nk = Cmnk − (1−H)
1
F
(lkgmn + lngmk − lmgnk).
We obtain
ykj t
j
nv = C
k
nv − (1−H) 1
F
(lvδ
k
n + lnδ
k
v − lkgnv) (II.3.30)
and
hvsy
k
j t
j
nv = C
k
ns − (1−H) 1
F
(lnh
k
s − lkhns). (II.3.31)
In this way we come to the representation
Nkmn = − 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
−
(
Ckns − (1−H) 1
F
(lnh
k
s − lkhns)
)
N sm +
H
F
hks lnN
s
m
−ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
.
The eventual result reads
Nkmn = − 1
F
hkn
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂ln
∂xm
− CknsN sm + 1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
− ykhFH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
. (II.3.32)
Thus we can formulate the following assertion.
Proposition II.3.4. With an arbitrary smooth function H(x), in the FN -space
with dnF = 0 the coefficients N
k
mn can be given by means of the explicit representation
written in (3.32).
We are also able to evaluate the entailed coefficients Nkmni = ∂N
k
mn/∂y
i. The
required evaluations which have been presented in detail in Appendix D lead straightfor-
wardly to the representation
Nkmni =
2
H
Hm
1
F
lkhni −DmCkni. (II.3.33)
Thus we can formulate the following assertion.
Proposition II.3.5. Given an arbitrary smooth function H(x), in the FN -space
with dnF = 0 the coefficients N
k
mni admit the simple representation (3.33) in terms of
the covariant derivative of the tensor Ckni.
II.4. Properties of covariant derivative
The equality (3.20) can be written in the form
Ti(ptmn ) = 0 (II.4.1)
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with
Ti(ptmn ) = di(ptmn )− T hinptmh + Lmilptln, (II.4.2)
where T hin are the coefficients (I.1.24). If we contract the last vanishing by y
n and note
that Tiyn = 0 (see (I.1.37)), we get
Ti(Hptm) = 0, (II.4.3)
where
Ti(Hptm) = di(Hptm) + LmikHptk. (II.4.4)
We may write
Ti(Hptm) = tmdi(Hp) +HpDitm, (II.4.5)
where Ditm = ditm + Lmiktk.
Owing to the equality Cmn = pt
m
n (see (2.24)), from (4.1) we are entitled to formulate
the following proposition.
Proposition II.4.1. The C-deformation is T -covariant constant:
T ·C = 0. (II.4.6)
In terms of local coordinates the previous vanishing reads
TnCmk = 0, (II.4.7)
where
TnCmk = dnCmk − T hnkCmh + LmnlC lk. (II.4.8)
The reciprocal coefficients
C˜nm =
1
p
ynm (II.4.9)
fulfills the similar vanishing
TnC˜mk = 0, (II.4.10)
where
TnC˜mk = dRiemn C˜mk + TmnhC˜hk − LinkC˜mi (II.4.11)
(see (3.23)).
Let us realize the action of the C-transformation (2.1)-(2.2) on tensors by the help
of the deformaton
{w(x, y)} = C · {W (x, t)}, (II.4.12)
assuming that the tensors {w(x, y)} are positively homogeneous of degree 0 with respect
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to the variable y, and that the tensors {W (x, t)} are positively homogeneous of degree 0
with respect to the variable t. Namely, in the scalar case we use the identification
w(x, y) =W (x, t), (II.4.13)
obtaining merely
diw = d
Riem
i W (II.4.14)
(because of the vanishing DiU j = 0 indicated in (3.10)-(3.11)), where dRiemi is the operator
defined by (II.1.4). Given a tensor wn(x, y) of the type (0,1) we use the transformation
wn = C
m
n Wm. (II.4.15)
The metrical linear connectionRL introduced by (1.2) may be used to define the covariant
derivative ∇ in RN according to the conventional rule:
∇iWm = ∂Wm
∂xi
+ Lki
∂Wm
∂tk
− LhimWh, Lkj = −Lkijti, (II.4.16)
which can be written shortly
∇iWm = dRiemi Wm − LhimWh. (II.4.17)
We have
∇iS = 0, ∇itj = 0, ∇iamn = 0. (II.4.18)
By virtue of the nullification TiCmn = 0 shown in (4.7), we obtain the transitivity
property
Tiwn = Cmn ∇iWm (II.4.19)
for the covariant derivatives.
The method can be repeated in case of the covariant vectors wn(x, y) and W n(x, t),
namely we write
wn = C˜nmW
m, (II.4.20)
obtaining
Tiwn = C˜nm∇iWm, (II.4.21)
where the reciprocal coefficients C˜nm = (1/p)y
n
m defined by (4.9) have been arisen.
The method can also be extended to more general tensors in a direct manner. For ex-
ample, considering the (1,1)-type tensors {wnm(x, y),W nm(x, t)} of the zero-degree positive
homogeneity with respect to the variables y and t, we can use the covariant derivative
∇iW nm = ∂W
n
m
∂xi
+Lki
∂W nm
∂tk
+LnhiW
h
m−LhmiW nh ≡ dRiemi W nm+LnhiW hm−LhmiW nh
(II.4.22)
and the deformation
wnm = C˜
n
hC
k
mW
h
k (II.4.23)
to obtain the transitivity property
Tiwnm = C˜nhCkm∇iW hk (II.4.24)
for the covariant derivatives Ti and ∇i.
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Now we may formulate the following proposition.
Proposition II.4.2. The covariant derivative T is the manifestation of the transi-
tivity of the connection under the C-transformation.
In short,
T = C · ∇. (II.4.25)
II.5. Entailed curvature tensor
Henceforth, the torsion tensor Smij (entered the initial connection (1.2)) is not ac-
counted for.
Given a tensor wnk = w
n
k(x, y) of the tensorial type (1,1), commuting the covariant
derivative
Tiwnk := diwnk + T nihwhk − T hikwnh (II.5.1)
yields the equality
[TiTj − TjTi]wnk =Mhij ∂w
n
k
∂yh
− Ekhijwnh + Ehnijwhk (II.5.2)
with the tensors
Mnij := diN
n
j − djNni (II.5.3)
and
Ek
n
ij := diT
n
jk − djT nik + TmjkT nim − TmikT njm. (II.5.4)
By applying the commutation rule (5.2) to the particular choices {F, yn, yk, gnk} and
noting the vanishing {TiF = Tiyn = Tiyk = Tignk = 0}, we obtain the identities
ynM
n
ij = 0, y
kEk
n
ij = −Mnij, ynEknij =Mkij , (II.5.5)
and
Emnij + Enmij = 2CmnhM
h
ij with Cmnh =
1
2
∂gmn
∂yh
. (II.5.6)
It proves pertinent to replace in the commutator (5.2) the partial derivative ∂wnk/∂y
h
by the definition
Shwnk := ∂w
n
k
∂yh
+ Cnhsw
s
k − Cmhkwnm (II.5.7)
which has the meaning of the covariant derivative in the tangent space supported by the
point x ∈M . In particular,
Shgnk := ∂gnk
∂yh
− Cmhngmk − Cmhkgnm = 0.
With the curvature tensor
ρk
n
ij := Ek
n
ij −MhijCnhk, (II.5.8)
the commutator (5.2) takes on the form
(TiTj − TjTi)wnk =MhijShwnk − ρkhijwnh + ρhnijwhk. (II.5.9)
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We denote ρknij = gmnρk
m
ij. The skew-symmetry
ρmnij = −ρnmij (II.5.10)
holds (cf. (5.6)).
The equalities
ykρk
n
ij = −Mnij , ynρknij = Mkij, (II.5.11)
obviously hold.
Let us evaluate the tensor Mnij , using the coefficients
Nnj = −ln ∂F
∂xj
− ynhFH
(
∂Uh
∂xj
+ LhkjU
k
)
indicated in (I.2.16).
We directly obtain
Mnij = − 1
F
Nni
∂F
∂xj
+
1
F
Nnj
∂F
∂xi
− lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
−di
(
ynhF
H
)(∂Uh
∂xj
+ LhkjU
k
)
+ dj
(
ynhF
H
)(∂Uh
∂xi
+ LhkiU
k
)
−ynhFH
[(
∂Lhkj
∂xi
− ∂L
h
ki
∂xj
)
Uk + Lhkj
∂Uk
∂xi
− Lhki∂U
k
∂xj
]
−ynhFH
[
N si
(
∂Uhs
∂xj
+ LhkjU
k
s
)
−N sj
(
∂Uhs
∂xi
+ LhkiU
k
s
)]
.
Using here the Riemannian curvature tensor
ak
h
ij =
∂Lhkj
∂xi
− ∂L
h
ki
∂xj
+ LukjL
h
ui − LukiLhuj (II.5.12)
leads to
Mnij = − 1
F
Nni
∂F
∂xj
+
1
F
Nnj
∂F
∂xi
− lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
−di
(
ynhF
H
)(∂Uh
∂xj
+ LhkjU
k
)
+ dj
(
ynhF
H
)(∂Uh
∂xi
+ LhkiU
k
)
−ynhFH
[(
ak
h
ij − LukjLhui + LukiLhuj
)
Uk + Lhkj
∂Uk
∂xi
− Lhki∂U
k
∂xj
]
−ynhFH
[
N si
(
djU
h
s + L
h
kjU
k
s
)−N sj (diUhs + LhkiUks )] .
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Now, we apply the vanishing diU
h + LhisU
s = 0 (see (3.10)-(3.11)), getting
Mnij = − 1
F
Nni
∂F
∂xj
+
1
F
Nnj
∂F
∂xi
− lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
+di
(
ynhF
H
)
N tjU
h
t − dj
(
ynhF
H
)
N tiU
h
t
−ynhFH
(
ak
h
ijU
k − LhkjN tiUkt + LhkiN tjUkt
)
−ynhFH
[
N ti
(
djU
h
t + L
h
kjU
k
t
)−N tj (diUht + LhkiUkt )] .
Taking into account the equality
FHUht y
k
h = h
k
t
(see (3.6)), we arrive at the representation
Mnij = − 1
F
Nni
∂F
∂xj
+
1
F
Nnj
∂F
∂xi
− lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
−ynhFHakhijUk −N tidjhnt +N tjdjhnt ,
which can readily be simplified to read
Mnij =
1
F
NniN
s
jls − 1
F
NnjN
s
ils − lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
−ynhFHakhijUk +N sidj(lnls)−N sjdj(lnls)
= −lnN si ∂ls
∂xj
+ lnN sj
∂ls
∂xi
− ynhFHakhijUk + lnN sidjls − lnN sjdjls.
The eventual result is
Mnij = −ynt thahtij . (II.5.13)
Next, we use the equaity
TiTjwnm = C˜nhCkm∇i∇jW hk
(see (4.24)) to consider the relation
[TiTj − TjTi]wnm = C˜nhCkm[∇i∇j −∇j∇i]W hk.
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In the commutator
[∇i∇j −∇j∇i]W nk = −tsashij ∂W
n
k
∂th
− akhijW nh + ahnijW hk (II.5.14)
the Riemannian curvature tensor as
h
ij is constructed in accordance with the ordinary rule
(5.12). Whence,
Mhij
∂wnm
∂yh
−Emhijwnh + Ehnijwhm = C˜nhCkm
[
−tsasrij ∂W
h
k
∂tr
− akrijW hr + arhijW rk
]
.
Using here the equality
W hk = C
h
nC˜
m
k w
n
m
(taken from (4.23)) leads to
Mhij
∂wnm
∂yh
− Emhijwnh + Ehnijwhm = −tsashij ∂w
n
m
∂th
+W hkt
sas
r
ij
∂ynht
k
m
∂tr
−tkmakrijyhrwnh + yns arsijtrhwhm
Now we use here the representation (5.13) obtained for the tensor Mhij. We are left
with
−Emhijwnh + Ehnijwhm = thuyvkwuvtsasrij
∂ynht
k
m
∂tr
− tkmakrijyhrwnh + yns arsijtrhwhm.
In this way we obtain the explicit representation
Ek
n
ij = y
n
ht
h
kmM
m
ij + y
n
mah
m
ijt
h
k . (II.5.15)
From (5.8) and (5.15) it follows that
ρk
n
ij =
(
ynht
h
km − Cnmk
)
Mmij + y
n
mah
m
ijt
h
k .
Inserting here the tensor Cnmk taken from (2.21) and noting the vanishing lmM
m
ij = 0
(see (5.5)), we get
ρk
n
ij =
(
ynht
h
km − (1−H)
1
F
(lkδ
n
m + l
ngmk)− p2tlmthrkalhgnr
)
Mmij + y
n
mah
m
ijt
h
k .
Let us lower here the index n and use the equality gnmy
m
i = p
2tjnaij (see the formulas
below (2.17)). This yields
ρknij =
(
p2tlnt
h
kmalh − (1−H)
1
F
(lkgmn + lngmk)− p2tlmthnkalh
)
Mmij + p
2amlt
l
nah
m
ijt
h
k .
Next, we use here the skew-symmetry relation (2.20), obtaining
ρknij =
(
(1−H) 2
F
(lngmk − lmgkn)− (1−H) 1
F
(lkgmn + lngmk)
)
Mmij + p
2amlt
l
nah
m
ijt
h
k ,
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or
ρknij = −(1−H)
1
F
(lkMnij − lnMkij) + p2ahlijthktln, (II.5.16)
where ahlij = alrah
r
ij . Finally, we return the index n to the upper position, arriving at
ρk
n
ij = −(1 −H) 1
F
(lkδ
n
m − lngmk)Mmij + ynmahmijthk . (II.5.17)
The totally contravariant components
ρknij := gpkamianjρp
n
mn
read
ρknij = −(1 −H) 1
F
(lkMnij − lnMkij) + 1
p2
ykhy
n
r a
hrij , (II.5.18)
where ahrij = ahlamianjal
r
mn and M
mij := ahianjMmhn.
Similarly, we can conclude from (5.13) that the tensor Mnij := gnmM
m
ij can be
given by means of the representation
Mnij = −p2thtmn ahmij . (II.5.19)
Squaring yields
MnijMnij = p
2tlal
nijthahnij . (II.5.20)
Now we square the ρ-tensor:
ρknijρknij = (1−H)2
2
F 2
MnijMnij − 2(1−H) 1
F
(lkMnij − lnMkij)p2ahlijthktln + aknijaknij
= (1−H)2 2
F 2
MnijMnij − 2(1−H)H 1
F 2
p2(ahlijt
htlnM
nij − ahlijthktlMkij) + aknijaknij,
or
ρknijρknij = (1−H)2
2p2
F 2
tlal
nijthahnij+2(1−H)Hp
2
F 2
(ahlijt
htrar
lij−ahlijtltrarhij)+aknijaknij,
which is
ρknijρknij = a
knijaknij +
2
S2
(
1
H2
− 1
)
tlal
nijthahnij . (II.5.21)
Because of the nullifications
Ti
(
1
p
ynm
)
= 0, Ti(Hptm) = 0
(see (4.3) and (4.10)), from (5.13) it follows that
TlMnij = −ynt th
(
∇l − 1
H
Hl
)
ah
t
ij . (II.5.22)
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From (5.17) we can conclude that
Tlρknij = (1−H)
1
F
(lkδ
n
m − lngmk)ymt th
(
∇l − 1
H
Hl
)
ah
t
ij + y
n
mt
h
k∇lahmij
+Hl
1
F
(lkδ
n
m − lngmk)Mmij . (II.5.23)
The covariant derivatives
TkMnij = dkMnij + T nktM tij − askiMnsj − askjMnis (II.5.24)
and
Tlρknij = dlρknij + T nltρktij − T tlkρtnij − asliρknsj − asljρknis (II.5.25)
have been used.
Appendix A: Evaluations for Finsleroid connection coefficients with g = g(x)
Below we present various important evaluations which underlined the consideration
performed in Section I.3 of Chapter I.
We shall use the relations
∂
b
q
∂yn
=
2B
NKgq2
An (A.1)
and
∂
q2
B
∂yn
= −q
2
B
q2
B
[
2B
NKq2
An + 2
2B
NKgq2
An
b
q
]
= −q
2
B
2
NK
(
1 +
2
g
b
q
)
An,
so that
∂
q2
B
∂yn
= − q
B
2
gNK
(2b+ gq)An. (A.2)
Moreover,
∂
bq
B
∂yn
= − q
B
2
gNK
(2b+ gq)An
b
q
+
q2
B
2B
NKgq2
An
and
∂
bq
B
∂yn
= − b
B
(2b+ gq)
2
gNK
An +
2
gNK
An. (A.3)
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We shall also meet the convenience to apply the identity
(2b+ gq)
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
= 2h2bq + gB. (A.4)
The equality
∂M¯
∂yn
= 2
q2
B
2
gNK
An (A.5)
can be obtained from the relation
∂yn
∂g
= M¯yn +
1
2
K2
∂M¯
∂yn
. (A.6)
It follows that
∂gmn
∂g
= M¯gmn + 2
q2
B
2
gNK
Amyn + ym
q2
B
2
gNK
An
− q
B
2
gN
(2b+ gq)Am
2
gN
An +
q2
B
2
gN
[
−Amln + 2
N
AmAn − gN
2
b
q
Hmn
]
,
which is
∂gmn
∂g
= M¯gmn +
q2
B
2
gN
(Amln + Anlm)− bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
AmAn − bq
B
hmn, (A.7)
entailing
∂hmn
∂g
= −bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
AmAn − bq
B
hmn. (A.8)
We can also obtain
∂Amnj
∂g
=
3
2
M¯Amnj +
(
1
g
− bq
B
)
Amnj − gbq
B
1
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj + Ajhmn)
−gbq
B
1
gN
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn,
or
∂Amnj
∂g
=
3
2
M¯Amnj +
(
1
g
− 2bq
B
)
Amnj − 2gbq
B
1
gN
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn. (A.9)
Evaluations frequently involve the vector mi = (2/Ng)Ai which possesses the prop-
erties
gijmimj = 1, y
imi = 0.
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From (A.24) of [7] it follows that
mi = K
1
q
(bi − b
K2
yi). (A.10)
The equality
K
∂mi
∂yn
= −mnli + gmnmi − b
q
Hin (A.11)
holds, where Hin = hin −mimn.
The contravariant components mi can be taken from (A.27) of [7]:
mi =
1
qK
[
q2bi − (b+ gq)vi
]
, (A.12)
entailing
K
∂mi
∂yn
= −mnli − gmimn − 1
q
(b+ gq)Hin. (A.13)
With the representation
Aijk =
1
N
[
Aihjk + Ajhik + Akhij − 4
N2g2
AiAjAk
]
(A.14)
(see (A.8) in [7]), we find that
∂AmA
k
∂yn
=
1
K
Ak
[
−Anlm − Ng
2
b
q
Hmn
]
+
1
K
Am
[
−Anlk − Ng
2
1
q
(b+ gq)Hkn
]
. (A.15)
Recollecting the scalar h(x) =
√
1− (g2(x)/4 and introducing the scalar G = g/h,
we get
∂h
∂g
= −1
4
G,
∂G
∂g
=
1
h3
, (A.16)
so that
∂K2
∂g
= M¯K2, (A.17)
where
M¯ =
bq
B
− 1
h3
f +
1
2
G
hB
(q2 +
1
2
gbq),
or
M¯ = − 1
h3
f +
1
2
G
hB
q2 +
1
h2B
bq. (A.18)
The function K(x, y) is given by the formulas
K(x, y) =
√
B(x, y)J(x, y), J(x, y) = e−
1
2
G(x)f(x,y), (A.19)
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entailing
∂ln J
∂yn
=
1
N
Cn
and
∂M¯
∂yn
=
1
h2
2
gNK
An− 1
2
g
h2
q
B
2
gNK
(2b+ gq)An+
1
h2
(
− b
B
(2b+ gq)
2
gNK
An +
2
gNK
An
)
,
or
∂M¯
∂yn
=
(
−gq
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
− b(2b+ gq) + 2B
)
1
h2
1
B
2
gNK
An
which is equivalent to (A.5).
Starting with (I.3.22)-(I.3.23), we get
N˘kim =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
q
(b+ gq)Hkm
− 1
h2
gi
[
1
N
1
Ng
AmA
k + lm
q2
B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
Ng
Ak − 2
q
(b+ gq)
2
Ng
Am
q2
B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
Ng
Ak
]
−gi
(
q2
B
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
2
M¯δkm
)
=
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
1
2B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
(b+ gq)hkm
− 1
h2
gi
1
B
[
gB − (2b+ 2gq)
(
q +
1
2
gb
)]
1
Ng
1
Ng
AmA
k − 1
2
giM¯h
k
m +
1
K
lmN˘
k
i.
Using here the equality (A.4) leads to
N˘kim =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
1
2B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
(b+ gq)hkm
+
1
h2
gi
1
B
[
2h2bq + gq
(
q +
1
2
gb
)]
1
Ng
1
Ng
AmA
k − 1
2
giM¯h
k
m +
1
K
lmN˘
k
i.
Eventually we obtain
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N˘kim =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k − 1
2
giM¯h
k
m +
1
K
lmN˘
k
i. (A.20)
Thus the representation (I.3.28) is valid.
Next, we find that
N˘kimn =
∂N˘kim
∂yn
= − 1
h2
gi
q
B
1
gNK
(2b+ gq)An
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Aml
k
+
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
Aml
k
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
1
K
[
−Anlm + 2
N
AnAm − b
q
Ng
2
Hmn
]
lk
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Am
1
K
hkn
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
1
gNK
(2b+ gq)An
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
1
2
g
2B
NKgq2
An
(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
2B
NKgq2
Anh
k
m
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
1
K
(lkhmn + lmh
k
n)
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
1
gNK
(2b+ gq)An
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
4
N2g2
AmA
k +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
2B
NKgq2
An
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
4
N2g2
1
K
[
Ak
(
Anlm +
Ng
2
b
q
Hmn
)
+ Am
(
Anl
k +
Ng
2q
(b+ gq)Hkn
)]
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−gi q
2
B
2
gNK
Anh
k
m +
1
2
giM¯
1
K
(lkhmn + lmh
k
n)
+
1
K2
hmn
[
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak − 1
2
giM¯y
k
]
+
1
K
lm
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Anl
k
+
1
K
lm
[
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hkn +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
4
N2g2
AnA
k − 1
2
giM¯h
k
n
]
.
Simplifying yields
N˘kimn = − 1
h2
gi
bq
B
An
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
4
N2g2
1
K
Aml
k +
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
Aml
k
− 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
1
K
hmnl
k +
1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
1
K
4
N2g2
AmAnl
k
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Am
1
K
hkn
− 1
h2
gi
1
B
(2b+ gq)
(
q +
1
2
gb
)(
b
q
+ g
)
1
gNK
Anh
k
m
+
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm +
1
h2
gi
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
NKg
Anh
k
m
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
1
K
lkhmn
− 1
h2
gi
q
2B
(2b+ gq)
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
2
Ng
1
K
AnAmA
k
+
1
h2
gi
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
1
K
[
Ak
Ng
2
b
q
Hmn + AmAnlk
]
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− 1
h2
gi
q
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
1
K
(b+ gq)AmHkn
−gi q
2
B
2
gNK
Anh
k
m −
1
K2
hmn
1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak,
or
N˘kimn =
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
Aml
k
− 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
2 + g
b
q
− 2h2
)
1
K
hmnl
k − 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
1
K
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmAnl
k
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
g
2
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Am
1
K
hkn −
1
h2
gi
1
B
(2h2bq + gB)
(
b
q
+ g
)
1
gNK
Anh
k
m
+
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm +
1
h2
gi
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
NKg
Anh
k
m
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
g
1
K
lkhmn − 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
2
Ng
1
K
AnAmA
k
+
1
h2
gi
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k
− 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
1
K
Ak
b
q
Hmn − 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
1
K
AmAnl
k
− 1
h2
gi
q
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
1
K
(b+ gq)Amh
k
n
−gi q
2
B
2
gNK
Anh
k
m −
1
K2
hmn
1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak.
Additional reductions are possible, leading to
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N˘kimn =
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
Aml
k
− g
2h2
gi
1
K
hmnl
k − 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
2 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
1
K
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmAnl
k
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Am
1
K
hkn
− 1
h2
gi
(
2h2 + g
(
b
q
+ g
))
1
gNK
Anh
k
m
+
1
h2
gi
1
2
g
1
NKg
An
(
b
q
+ g
)
hkm +
1
h2
gi
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)
1
NKg
Anh
k
m
+
1
h2
gi
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k
− 1
h2
gi
bq
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
1
K
Akhmn − 1
h2
gi
q2
2B
1
2
g
2
Ng
2
Ng
1
K
AmAnl
k
− 1
h2
gi
q
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
1
K
(b+ gq)Amh
k
n −
1
K2
hmn
1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak,
or simply
N˘kimn = − g
2h2
gi
1
K
hmnl
k +
1
h2
gi
1
2B
(
−q2 + 1
2
gbq +
1
2
g2q2
)
2
Ng
1
K
hknAm
− 1
h2
gi
(
2 +
g2
2
+ g
b
q
)
1
gNK
Anh
k
m +
1
h2
gi
g
2NK
Anh
k
m +
1
h2
gi
(
1 + g
b
q
)
1
NKg
Anh
k
m
+
1
h2
gi
1
NKg
An
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmA
k
− 1
h2
gi
1
2B
(
b+
1
2
gq
)
(b+ gq)
2
Ng
1
K
Amh
k
n −
1
h2
gi
1
Ng
1
K
hmnA
k. (A.21)
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Using here the representation (A.14) of the tensor Aijk, we are coming to
yk
∂2N˘ki
∂ym∂yn
=
2
h
hihmn. (A.22)
Let us verify the validity of the equality
Dihnm = −2
h
hihnm. (A.23)
To this end we find
2N˘kiCkmn = − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
2
Ng
AkAkmn
= − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
2
Ng
Ak
1
N
[
Anhnk + Anhmk + Akhmn − 4
N2g2
AmAnAk
]
,
so that
2N˘kiCkmn = − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
2
Ng
1
N
[
AmAn +
N2g2
4
hmn
]
. (A.24)
We can also observe that
gi
∂gmn
∂g
+ 2N˘kiCkmn = giM¯gmn + gi
q2
B
2
gN
(Amln + Anlm)− gi bq
B
4
N2g2
AmAn − gi bq
B
hmn
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)[
2
Ng
1
N
AmAn +
g
2
hmn
]
.
Simultaneously,
gknN˘
k
im =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
Amln +
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hnm
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmAn − 1
2
giM¯hmn
+
1
K
lm
[
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
An − 1
2
giM¯yn
]
.
In this way we obtain
gi
∂gmn
∂g
+ 2N˘kiCkmn + gkmN˘
k
in + gknN˘
k
im
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= gi
q2
B
2
gN
(Amln + Anlm)− gi bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
AmAn − gi bq
B
hmn
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)[
2
Ng
1
N
AmAn +
g
2
hmn
]
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
− 2h2
)
2
Ng
(Amln + Anlm) +
1
h2
gi
q2
B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hnm
+
1
h2
gi
q2
B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmAn − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
1
Ng
(lmAn + lnAm).
Reducing similar terms leads to
gi
∂gmn
∂g
+ 2N˘kiCkmn + gkmN˘
k
in + gknN˘
k
im
= −gi bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
AmAn − gi bq
B
hmn − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)[
2
Ng
1
N
AmAn +
g
2
hmn
]
+
1
h2
gi
q2
B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
hnm +
1
h2
gi
q2
B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
AmAn
= −gi bq
B
hmn +
1
h2
gi
1
2B
(2h2bq + gB)hnm =
1
2h2
ggihnm.
We get
Dignm = 1
2h2
ggihnm. (A.25)
Thus the equality (A.23) is valid.
Now we want to verify the validity of the equality (A.9). Differentiating (A.14) with
respect to yj yields
2
∂Cmnj
∂g
= 2M¯Cmnj + 2
q2
B
2
gNK
Ajgmn
− q
B
2
gNK
(2b+ gq)Aj
2
gN
(Amln + Anlm) +
1
K
q2
B
2
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj)
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+
q2
B
2
gN
1
K
[(
−Ajlm + 2
N
AmAj − b
q
Ng
2
Hmj
)
ln +
(
−Ajln + 2
N
AnAj − b
q
Ng
2
Hnj
)
lm
]
+
(
b
B
(2b+ gq)
2
gNK
Aj − 2
gNK
Aj
)
2
gN
2
gN
AmAn
−bq
B
4
g2N2
1
K
[(
−Ajlm + 2
N
AmAj − b
q
Ng
2
Hmj
)
An +
(
−Aj ln + 2
N
AnAj − b
q
Ng
2
Hnj
)
Am
]
+
(
b
B
(2b+ gq)
2
gNK
Aj − 2
gNK
Aj
)
hmn +
bq
B
1
K
(lmhjn + lnhmj)− 2bq
B
Cmnj .
We may reduce as follows:
2
∂Cmnj
∂g
= 2M¯Cmnj + 2
q2
B
2
gNK
Ajhmn +
1
K
q2
B
2
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj)
+
(
B − q2 + b2
B
2
gNK
− 2
gNK
)
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn
−bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
1
K
[( 2
N
AmAj − b
q
Ng
2
hmj +
b
q
2
Ng
AmAj
)
An
+
(
2
N
AnAj − b
q
Ng
2
hnj +
b
q
2
Ng
AnAj
)
Am
]
+
(
B − q2 + b2
B
2
gNK
− 2
gNK
)
Ajhmn − 2bq
B
Cmnj
= 2M¯Cmnj +
1
K
B − gbq
B
2
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj + Ajhmn)− 2bq
B
Cmnj
+
b2 − q2
B
2
gNK
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn − 2bq
B
2
gN
2
gN
1
K
(
2
N
AmAj +
b
q
2
Ng
AmAj
)
An
= 2M¯
1
K
Amnj +
1
K
B − gbq
B
2
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj + Ajhmn)
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−B + gbq
B
2
gNK
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn − 2bq
B
Cmnj
= 2M¯
1
K
Amnj +
2
K
(
1
g
− bq
B
)
Amnj − 1
K
gbq
B
2
gN
(Amhnj + Anhmj + Ajhmn)
−gbq
B
2
gNK
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn.
Thus (A.9) is valid.
Next, we evaluate the term
N˘ki
∂Ajmn
∂yk
= − 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
K
Ng
Ak
∂Ajmn
∂yk
.
With the representation
∂Aijk
∂yn
=
1
K
2
N
(AjknAi + AiknAj + AijnAk)− 1
K
(ljAkni + liAknj + lkAijn)
+
1
K
1
N
2
N
(HjkAiAn +HikAjAn +HijAkAn)− gb
2Kq
(HjkHin +HikHjn +HjiHkn)
(A.26)
we obtain
KAn
∂Aijk
∂yn
=
2
N
(AjknAi + AiknAj + AijnAk)A
n − (ljAkni + liAknj + lkAijn)An
+
g2
2
(HjkAi +HikAj +HijAk) .
Using here the equality
AjknA
n =
1
N
(
Ng
2
Ng
2
hjk + AjAk
)
leads to
KAn
∂Aijk
∂yn
=
2
N
1
N
(
Ng
2
Ng
2
(hjkAi + hikAj + hijAk) + 3AiAjAk
)
− 1
N
Ng
2
Ng
2
(hjkli + hiklj + hijlk)− 1
N
(AjAkli + AiAklj + AiAjlk)
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+
g2
2
(hjkAi + hikAj + hijAk)− 3g
2
2
2
Ng
2
Ng
AiAjAk.
So we may write
KAn
∂Aijk
∂yn
= − 1
N
Ng
2
Ng
2
(hjkli + hiklj + hijlk)− 1
N
(AjAkli + AiAklj + AiAjlk)
+ g2 (hjkAi + hikAj + hijAk) . (A.27)
We also need the term
AjknN˘
k
im =
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
1 +
1
2
g
b
q
)(
b
q
+ g
)
Ajmn
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
2
Ng
2
Ng
Am
1
N
(
Ng
2
Ng
2
hjn + AjAn
)
− 1
2
giM¯Ajmn
−lm 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
1
Ng
1
N
(
AjAn +
N2g2
4
hjn
)
.
Summing all the addends yields
gi
∂Ajmn
∂g
+ N˘ki
∂Ajmn
∂yk
+ AjkmN˘
k
in + AjknN˘
k
im + AmnkN˘
k
ij
= gi
(
1
g
− 2bq
B
)
Amnj − gi2bq
B
1
N
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
1
Ng
[
−Ng
2
4
(hjmln+hmnlj+hnjlm)− 1
N
(AjAmln+AmAjln+AnAjlm)
+g2 (hmnAj + hmjAn + hnjAm)
]
+3
1
h2
gi
1
2B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
(b+ gq)Ajmn
+
1
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
1
N
(hmnAj + hmjAn + hnjAm) +
3
h2
gi
q2
2B
(
b
q
+
1
2
g
)
4
N3g2
AmAjAn
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− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
1
Ng
1
N
(AjAmln + AmAjln + AnAjlm)
− 1
h2
gi
q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
g
4
(hjmln + hmnlj + hnjlm),
or
gi
∂Ajmn
∂g
+ N˘ki
∂Ajmn
∂yk
+ AjkmN˘
k
in + AjknN˘
k
im + AmnkN˘
k
ij
= gi
(
1
g
− 2bq
B
)
Amnj − gi2bq
B
1
N
2
gN
2
gN
AjAmAn
− 1
h2
gi
g2q
B
(
q +
1
2
gb
)
1
Ng
(hmnAj + hmjAn + hnjAm)
+
1
h2
gi
1
2B
[
6h2bq + 3gB − b
(
3q +
3
2
gb
)]
Ajmn
+
1
h2
gi
gq
2B
(
b+
g
2
q
) 1
Ng
(hmnAj + hmjAn + hnjAm) +
3
h2
gi
gq
2B
(
b+
g
2
q
) 4
N3g3
AmAjAn
= gi
1
g
Ajmn +
1
h2
gi
1
2B
[
4h2bq + 3gB − b
(
3q +
3
2
gb
)]
Ajmn
+
1
h2
gi
q
2B
(
b− 2h2b− 3
2
gq − g2b
)
Ajmn = gi
1
g
Ajmn +
3
4h2
giAjmn.
By the help of such evaluations we eventually obtain
gi
∂Ajmn
∂g
+ N˘ki
∂Ajmn
∂yk
+ AjkmN˘
k
in + AjknN˘
k
im + AmnkN˘
k
ij = gi
1
gh2
Ajmn +
1
h2
giAjmn,
(A.28)
which shows that the representation
N˘kimn = − g
2h2
gi
1
K
hmnl
k − 1
gh2
gi
1
K
Akmn (A.29)
indicated in (I.3.30) is valid.
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The full coefficients Nkimn = N
Ik
imn + N˘
k
imn can be obtained on taking into ac-
count the components (A.29) together with the representation N Ikimn = −(1/K)DiAkmn
obtainable in the (g = const)-case (see [10,11]). The result reads
Nkimn =
2
h
hi
1
K
lkhmn − 1
K
DiAkmn. (A.30)
Thus the representation indicated in (I.3.31) is also valid.
Appendix B: Conformal property of the tangent Riemannian space
Given an arbitrary Finsler space of any dimension N ≥ 3. At any fixed point x,
the Riemannian curvature tensor R̂{x} = {R̂nmij(x, y)} of the tangent Riemannian space
R{x} is given by means of the components
R̂n
m
ij =
1
F 2
Sn
m
ij, (B.1)
where
Sn
m
ij =
(
ChnjC
m
hi − ChniCmhj
)
F 2. (B.2)
Let us construct the Weyl tensor Wijmn in the space R{x}, so that
F 2Wijmn = Sijmn
− 1
N − 2(Simgjn+Sjngim−Singjm−Sjmgin)+
1
(N − 1)(N − 2) S˘(gimgjn−gingjm), (B.3)
where Sijmn = gjhSi
j
mn, Sim = g
jnSijmn and S˘ = g
imSim. Contracting the tensor two
times by the unit vector ln = (1/F )yn yields directly
(N − 2)F 2Wijmnlnlj = −Sim + 1
N − 1 S˘him,
where him = gim−(1/F 2)yiym. Therefore, in any dimension N ≥ 4 the vanishingWijmn =
0 is tantamount to the representation
Snmij = C(hnjhmi − hnihmj). (B.4)
It is known (see Section 5.8 in [1]) that the indicatrix is a space of constant curvature
if and only if the tensor (B.2) fulfills the representation (B.4), in which case C = C(x)
(that is, the factor C is independent of y). The respective indicatrix curvature value CInd.
is given by
CInd. = 1− C. (B.5)
Next, in the dimension N = 3 the tensor Wijmn vanishes identically and, therefore,
the equality
Sijmn = L(himhjn − hinhjm) with L = 1
2
S˘ (B.6)
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holds, where L may depend on y. Taking Sim = Lhim, we should examine the tensor
Cim :=
1
F 2
(
Sim − 1
4
S˘gim
)
(B.7)
of the Cotton-York type. Let us use the Riemannian covariant derivative S operative in
the space R{x} under consideration. Denoting Ln = ∂L/∂yn and taking into account the
vanishing Sngim = 0, we have
SnCim − SmCin = 1
F 2
(
Lnhim − Lmhin − L 1
F
(lnhmi − lmhni)− 1
2
(Lngim − Lmgin)
)
+L
1
F 3
(lnhim − lmhin),
which is
SnCim − SmCin = 1
F 2
(
Ln
(
him − 1
2
gim
)
− Lm
(
hin − 1
2
gin
))
,
so that
SnCim − SmCin = 0 (B.8)
holds iff Ln = 0, that is when S˘ = S˘(x). The vanishing (B.8) means the conformal flatness
of the three-dimensional space R{x}.
Thus we are entitled to set forth the validity of the following proposition.
Proposition. Given an arbitrary Finsler space of any dimension N ≥ 3. The
tangent Riemannian space R{x} is conformally flat if and only if the indicatrix is a space
of constant curvature.
The question arises: What is the form of the conformal multiplier of the space R{x}
under study? See the next appendix.
Appendix C: Multiplier for the tangent Riemannian space
To find the form of the conformal multiplier of the space R{x} under study, we can
start with the conformal tensor
uij =
z(x, y)
(c1(x))2F 2a(x)
gij (C.1)
(cf. (II.2.3)), where z is a test smooth positive function.
Denoting uijk = ∂uij/∂y
k, we get
(c1)
2uijk =
1
F 2a
(
−2z a
F
lk + zk
)
gij + 2z
1
F 2a
Cijk,
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where Cijk = (1/2)∂gij/∂y
k and zk = ∂z/∂y
k.
Constructing the coefficients
Zijk :=
1
2
(ukji + uiki − uijk)
leads to
F 2a(c1)
2Zijk =
(
−za
F
li +
1
2
zi
)
gkj +
(
−za
F
lj +
1
2
zj
)
gik −
(
−za
F
lk +
1
2
zk
)
gij + zCijk.
Since the components uij reciprocal to the components (C.1) are of the form
uij = (1/z)F 2agij(c1)
2, the coefficients Zmij = u
mhZijh read merely
Zmij =
(
− a
F
li +
1
2z
zi
)
δmj +
(
− a
F
lj +
1
2z
zj
)
δmi −
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
gmkzk
)
gij + C
m
ij.
(C.2)
We straightforwardly obtain
∂Zmni
∂yj
=
a
F 2
lj(lnδ
m
i + liδ
m
n − lmgni)
− a
F 2
[
hijδ
m
n + hnjδ
m
i − hmj gin − 2
(
lm − 1
2z
F
a
gmkzk
)
FCinj
]
+
∂Cmni
∂yj
+
1
2
[
(ln z)njδ
m
i + (ln z)ijδ
m
n −
∂
(
gmk(ln z)k
)
∂yj
gni
]
and
∂Zmni
∂yj
− ∂Z
m
nj
∂yi
=
a
F 2
[ln(ljδ
m
i − liδmj )− lm(ljgni − lignj)]
− a
F 2
[(hnjδ
m
i − hniδmj )− (hmj gin − hmi gjn)] +
∂Cmni
∂yj
− ∂C
m
nj
∂yi
+
1
2
(
(ln z)njδ
m
i − (ln z)niδmj
)− 1
2
(
∂
(
gmk(ln z)k
)
∂yj
gni −
∂
(
gmk(ln z)k
)
∂yi
gnj
)
,
so that
∂Zmni
∂yj
− ∂Z
m
nj
∂yi
= − 2a
F 2
(hnjh
m
i − hnihmj ) +
∂Cmni
∂yj
− ∂C
m
nj
∂yi
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+
1
2
(
(ln z)njδ
m
i − (ln z)niδmj
)−1
2
gmh [(ln z)hjgni − (ln z)hignj]+(ln z)h
[
Cmhjgni − Cmhignj
]
.
(C.3)
Also,
ZhniZ
m
hj −ZhnjZmhi = − a
F
[
− a
F
[ln(liδ
m
j − ljδmi )+ lm(ljgni− lignj)]+ (liCmnj − ljCmni)
]
− a
F
liδ
h
n
[
1
2z
zhδ
m
j −
1
2z
gmkzkghj
]
− [ij]
+
1
2z
ziδ
h
n
[(
− a
F
lh +
1
2z
zh
)
δmj −
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
gmkzk
)
ghj + C
m
hj
]
− [ij]
−
( a
F
)2
(ginδ
m
j − gjnδmi )
+
a
F
lhgin
[
1
2z
zhδ
m
j +
1
2z
zjδ
m
h −
1
2z
gmkzkghj
]
− [ij]
− 1
2z
ghkzkgin
[(
− a
F
lh +
1
2z
zh
)
δmj +
(
− a
F
lj +
1
2z
zj
)
δmh −
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
gmkzk
)
ghj
]
−[ij]
− 1
2z
ghkzk(ginC
m
hj − gjnCmhi)
− a
F
ljC
m
in + C
h
in
[
1
2z
zhδ
m
j +
1
2z
zjδ
m
h −
1
2z
gmkzkghj
]
− [ij]
+ChniC
m
hj − ChnjCmhi,
or
ZhniZ
m
hj − ZhnjZmhi = −
( a
F
)2
(hinh
m
j − hjnhmi ) + ChniCmhj − ChnjCmhi
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− a
F
li
[
1
2z
znδ
m
j −
1
2z
gmkzkgnj
]
+
1
2z
zi
(
− a
F
ln +
1
2z
zn
)
δmj − [ij]
+
a
F
lhgin
[
1
2z
zhδ
m
j −
1
2z
gmkzkghj
]
− [ij]
− 1
2z
ghszsgin
[(
− a
F
lh +
1
2z
zh
)
δmj −
a
F
ljδ
m
h +
a
F
lmghj − 1
2z
gmkzkghj
]
− [ij]
+
1
2z
zh
[−Chmjgin + Chmigjn + Chinδmj − Chjnδmi ] .
In this way we come to
ZhniZ
m
hj − ZhnjZmhi = −
( a
F
)2
(hinh
m
j − hjnhmi ) + ChniCmhj − ChnjCmhi
− a
F
1
2z
zn(liδ
m
j − ljδmi ) +
a
F
1
2z
gmkzk(lignj − ljgni)
+
1
2z
(
− a
F
ln +
1
2z
zn
)
(ziδ
m
j − zjδmi )
+
a
F
1
z
(lszs)(ginδ
m
j − gjnδmi )−
1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(ginδ
m
j − gjnδmi )
+
1
2z
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
gmkzk
)
(zjgin − zigjn)
+
1
2z
zh
[−Chmjgin + Chmigjn + Chinδmj − Chjnδmi ] . (C.4)
Thus we are able to evaluate the curvature tensor
R˜n
m
ij :=
∂Zmni
∂yj
− ∂Z
m
nj
∂yi
+ ZhniZ
m
hj − ZhnjZmhi.
By lowering the index
R˜nmij := umtR˜n
t
ij,
we obtain the representation
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1
z
(c1(x))
2F 2a(x)R˜nmij =
1
F 2
(a2 − 2a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj) + 1
F 2
Snmij
+
1
2
(
(ln z)njgmi − (ln z)nigmj − (ln z)mjgni + (ln z)mignj
)
− a
F
1
2z
(
zn(lihmj − ljhmi)− zm(lihnj − ljhni)
)
+
1
2z
(
− a
F
ln +
1
2z
zn
)
(zigmj − zjgmi)− 1
2z
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
zm
)
(zigjn − zjgin)
+
a
F
1
z
(lszs)(gingmj − gjngmi)− 1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(gingmj − gjngmi)
+
1
2z
zh
(
Chmjgin − Chmigjn − Chnjgmi + Chingmj
)
, (C.5)
where
Sn
m
ij =
(
∂Cmni
∂yj
− ∂C
m
nj
∂yi
+ ChniC
m
hj − ChnjCmhi
)
F 2
and
Snmij = gmtSn
t
ij .
Henceforth we assume the zero-degree homogeneity of the function z(x, y) with re-
spect to the argument y, having the identities
(ln z)nil
i = − 1
F
(ln z)n, (ln z)il
i = 0. (C.6)
By performing the contraction in (C.5), we get
1
z
(c1(x))
2F 2a(x)R˜nmijl
mlj =
1
2F
(
−(ln z)nli − (ln z)ni − (ln z)iln
)
+
1
2z
(
− a
F
ln +
1
2z
zn
)
zi +
1
2z
a
F
ziln − 1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hin +
1
2z
zhC
h
in,
or
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2
1
z
(c1(x))
2F 2a(x)R˜nmijl
mlj = − 1
F
(ln z)nli − (ln z)ni − 1
F
(ln z)iln +
1
2z2
znzi
− 1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hin +
1
z
zhC
h
in. (C.7)
The vanishing
R˜nmij = 0 (C.8)
holds when
(ln z)ni = − 1
F
(ln z)nli − 1
F
(ln z)iln +
1
2z2
znzi − 1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hin +
1
z
zhC
h
in,
in which case from (C.5) we get
1
F 2
Snmij = − 1
F 2
(a2 − 2a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj)
+
1
2
( 1
F
(ln z)nlj +
1
F
(ln z)jln − 1
2z2
znzj +
1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hjn
)
gmi
−1
2
( 1
F
(ln z)nli +
1
F
(ln z)iln − 1
2z2
znzi +
1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hin
)
gmj
−1
2
( 1
F
(ln z)mlj +
1
F
(ln z)jlm − 1
2z2
zmzj +
1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
hjm
)
gni
+
1
2
( 1
F
(ln z)mli +
1
F
(ln z)ilm − 1
2z2
zmzi +
1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
him
)
gnj
+
a
F
1
2z
(
zn(lihmj − ljhmi)− zm(lihnj − ljhni)
)
− 1
2z
(
− a
F
ln +
1
2z
zn
)
(zigmj − zjgmi) + 1
2z
(
− a
F
lm +
1
2z
zm
)
(zigjn − zjgin)
+
1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(gingmj − gjngmi).
Due simplifying yields
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1
F 2
Snmij = − 1
F 2
(a2 − 2a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj)
+
1
2F
(
(ln z)nlj + (ln z)jln
)
gmi − 1
2F
(
(ln z)nli + (ln z)iln
)
gmj
− 1
2F
(
(ln z)mlj + (ln z)jlm
)
gni +
1
2F
(
(ln z)mli + (ln z)ilm
)
gnj
+
1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)[
hjngmi − hingmj − hjmgni + himgnj
]
+
a
F
1
2z
(
zn(lihmj − ljhmi)− zm(lihnj − ljhni)
)
+
a
F
1
2z
[
ln(zihmj − zjhmi)− lm(zihjn − zjhin)
]
+
1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(gingmj − gjngmi)
= − 1
F 2
(a2 − 2a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj)
+
a− 1
2zF
(
zn(lihmj − ljhmi)− zm(lihnj − ljhni) + ln(zihmj − zjhmi)− lm(zihjn − zjhin)
)
+
1
4z2
(
zhg
hszs
)(
hjngmi − hingmj − hjmgni + himgnj + gingmj − gjngmi
)
,
which is
Snmij = a(2− a)(hnjhmi − hnihmj) + F 2 1
2z2
(
zhg
hszs
)
(hnjhmi − hnihmj)
+
a− 1
2z
(
zn(lihmj−ljhmi)−zm(lihnj−ljhni)+ln(zihmj−zjhmi)−lm(zihjn−zjhin)
)
F. (C.9)
Therefore, the known vanishing Snmijl
i = 0 requires
(a− 1)
(
(ln z)nhmj − (ln z)mhnj
)
= 0. (C.10)
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Whenever a 6= 1, we should take zn = 0, which means that the function z is independent
of y.
Lastly, it is worth noting that the case a = 1 would mean
Snmij = hnjhmi − hnihmj . (C.11)
In this case
CInd. = 0 (C.12)
Appendix D: Evaluation of the coefficients Nkmni in the FN-space
To evaluate the coefficients Nkmni = ∂N
k
mn/∂y
i, we use (II.3.32) and obtain
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
(lkhni + lnh
k
i )
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
− lk
∂
(
1
F
hni
)
∂xm
−∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F
(1−H)
(
1
F
hki hns + 2l
kCnsi
)
N sm +
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm + 1
F 2
(1−H)lklshniN sm
−
(
ykhpt
p
i +
H
F
ykhli
)
FH
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
n
)
− ykhFH
(
∂Uhni
∂xm
+ LhmsU
s
ni
)
,
or
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm
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+
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
(
ykhpt
p
i +
H
F
ykhli
)
FH
(−N smUhns −N smnUhs )− ykhFH (∂Uhni∂xm + LhmsUsni
)
.
Reducing similar terms leads to
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm
+
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−ykp tpivyvhFHN smUhns − hvsykptpivN smn
+
H
F
ykhliF
H
(
N smU
h
ns +N
s
mnU
h
s
)− ykhFH (∂Uhni∂xm + LhmsUsni
)
.
Applying here (II.3.30) and (II.3.31) yields
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − CkisN smn − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm
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+
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
(
Ckiv − (1−H) 1
F
(lvδ
k
i + liδ
k
v − lkgiv)
)
yvhF
HUhnsN
s
m + (1−H) 1
F
(lih
k
s − lkhis)N smn
+
H
F
ykhliF
H
(
N smU
h
ns +N
s
mnU
h
s
)− ykhFH (∂Uhni∂xm + LhmsUsni
)
.
From the representation
Uhn =
1
FH
thn −
1
F
HUhln
(see (II.3.5)) let us evaluate the coeffcients
Uhni =
∂Uhn
∂yi
.
We get
Uhni = −
H
F
li
1
FH
thn +
1
FH
thni +
1
F 2
liHU
hln − 1
F
HUhi ln −
1
F 2
HUhhni
= −H
F
(liU
h
n + lnU
h
i ) +
1
FH
thni +
1
F 2
(1−H)HUhlnli − 1
F 2
HUhhni.
Here,
thni = C
s
nit
h
s − (1−H)
1
F
(
lit
h
n + lnt
h
i −
H
F
thgni
)
(see (II.3.30)). From this it follows that
Uhni = −
H
F
(liU
h
n + lnU
h
i ) +
1
FH
[
Csnit
h
s − (1−H)
1
F
(
lit
h
n + lnt
h
i
)]
+
1
F 2
1
FH
(1−H)Hthgni − 1
F 2
HUh(gni − (2−H)lnli).
We have here
Uhni = −
H
F
(liU
h
n + lnU
h
i ) +
1
FH
[
Csnit
h
s −
1
F
(
lit
h
n + lnt
h
i
)]
+
1
FH
H
1
F
(
lit
h
n + lnt
h
i
)
− 1
F 2
1
FH
H2thgni +
2−H
F 2
HUhlnli
= Csnit
h
s
1
FH
− 1
F
1
FH
(
lit
h
n + lnt
h
i
)− 1
F 2
H2Uhgni +
2 +H
F 2
HUhlnli.
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Thus it is valid that
Uhni = C
s
nit
h
s
1
FH
− 1
F
(
liU
h
n + lnU
h
i
)− 1
F 2
H2Uhhni. (D.1)
We may readily deduce the contraction
yvhF
HUhns = C
v
sn − 1
F
(lsh
v
n + lnh
v
s)−
1
F
Hhnsl
v. (D.2)
Inserting yields
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − CkisN smn − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm
+
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
(
Ckiv − (1−H) 1
F
(lvδ
k
i + liδ
k
v − lkgiv)
)[
Cvsn − 1
F
(lsh
v
n + lnh
v
s)−
1
F
Hhnsl
v
]
N sm
+(1−H) 1
F
(lih
k
s−lkhis)N smn+
H
F
li
[
Cksn − 1
F
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
)− H
F
hnsl
k
]
N sm+
H
F
liN
s
mnh
k
s
+ykhF
H
∂
1
F
(
liU
h
n + lnU
h
i
)
∂xm
+ ykhF
H
∂
1
F 2
H2Uhhni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ni
∂xm
− CsniykhFH
∂
(
Uhs +
1
F
HUhls
)
∂xm
− ykhFHLhmsUsni,
or
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Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ni
∂xm
− ∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − CkisN smn − 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm
+
1
F
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N smi +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm
+
1
F 2
(1−H)lklnhsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
[
CvsnC
k
iv − 1
F
(
lsC
k
in + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H) 1
F 2
δkiHhnsN
s
m
+(1−H) 1
F
(liδ
k
v − lkgiv)
[
Cvsn − 1
F
(lsh
v
n + lnh
v
s)
]
N sm − (1−H) 1
F
lkhisN
s
mn
+
H
F
li
[
Cksn − 1
F
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
)− H
F
hnsl
k
]
N sm +
1
F
liN
s
mnh
k
s
+ykhF
H
∂
1
F
(
liU
h
n + lnU
h
i
)
∂xm
+ ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
∂Uh
∂xm
+ ykH
∂
1
F 2
hni
∂xm
+ 2ykHm
1
F 2
hni
−CsniykhFH
∂
(
1
F
HUhls
)
∂xm
− ykhFHLhsmUsni − CvniykhFH
∂Uhv
∂xm
.
Finally we apply here (II.3.32), obtaining
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
lk
∂hni
∂xm
−∂C
k
ni
∂xm
− ∂C
k
ns
∂yi
N sm − CknsN smi − CkisN smn +NkmsCsni
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− 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm +
1
F 2
ln(1−H)lkhisN sm
+
1
F
hks(lnN
s
mi + liN
s
mn)− 1
F
(1−H)lk (hnsN smi + hisN smn)
+
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −
2
F
(1−H)lkCnsiN sm −H 1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
[
CvsnC
k
iv − 1
F
(
lsC
k
in + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H) 1
F 2
δkiHhnsN
s
m
+(1−H) 1
F
li
[
Cksn − 1
F
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
)]
N sm− (1−H) 1
F
lk
[
Cisn − 1
F
(lshin + lnhis)
]
N sm
+
H
F
li
[
Cksn − 1
F
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
)− H
F
hnsl
k
]
N sm
+ykhF
H
∂
1
F
(
liU
h
n + lnU
h
i
)
∂xm
+ ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
∂Uh
∂xm
+ ykH
∂
1
F 2
hni
∂xm
+ 2ykHm
1
F 2
hni
−Csnilk ∂ls
∂xm
− ykhFHLhsmUsni
−Cvni
[
− 1
F
hkv
∂F
∂xm
− lk ∂lv
∂xm
− CkvsN sm − 1
F
(1−H)lkhvsN sm
]
+ Cvniy
k
hF
HLhsmU
s
v .
Reducing similar terms yields now
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
−(1−H) 1
F
lk
[
∂hni
∂xm
+ 2CnsiN
s
m + hnsN
s
mi + hisN
s
mn
]
−DmCkni
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− 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm +
1
F 2
ln(1−H)lkhisN sm + 1
F
hks(lnN
s
mi + liN
s
mn)
+
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki
)
N sm − 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −H
1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
[
CvsnC
k
iv − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
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N sm−(1−H) 1
F 2
hkiHhnsN
s
m−(1−H) 1
F 2
lkliHhnsN
s
m
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F 2
li
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
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N sm− (1−H) 1
F
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Cisn − 1
F
(lshin + lnhis)
]
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F 2
lil
kHhnsN
s
m
+ykhF
H
∂
1
F
(
liU
h
n + lnU
h
i
)
∂xm
+ ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
∂Uh
∂xm
+ ykHhni
∂
1
F 2
∂xm
+ 2ykHm
1
F 2
hni
−ykhFHLhsmUsni − Cvni
[
−CkvsN sm − 1
F
(1−H)lkhvsN sm
]
+ Cvniy
k
hF
HLhsmU
s
v .
The next step is to transform the representation to
Nkmni =
1
F 2
lih
k
n
∂F
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lnh
k
i
∂F
∂xm
− 1
F
hkn
∂li
∂xm
− 1
F
hki
∂ln
∂xm
+
1
F 2
lkhni
∂F
∂xm
−(1−H) 1
F
lk
[
∂hni
∂xm
+ 2CnsiN
s
m + hnsN
s
mi + hisN
s
mn
]
−DmCkni
− 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm +
1
F 2
ln(1−H)lkhisN sm + 1
F
hks(lnN
s
mi + liN
s
mn)
+
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlkhsi − lnlshki − lilshkn
)
N sm − 1
F 2
(1−H)hki hnsN sm −H
1
F 2
lklshniN
s
m
−
[
1
F 2
Sn
k
si − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H) 1
F 2
hkiHhnsN
s
m
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− 1
F 2
lkliHhnsN
s
m − 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m + (1−H) 1
F 2
lklshinN
s
m + (1−H) 1
F 2
lklnhisN
s
m
+ykhF
H 1
F
(
li
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ ln
∂Uhi
∂xm
)
+ hkn
∂
1
F
li
∂xm
+ hki
∂
1
F
ln
∂xm
+ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
∂Uh
∂xm
− 2
F 2
lkHhni
∂F
∂xm
+2
1
F
lkHmhni−ykhFHLhsmUsni+CvniykhFHLhsmUsv ,
where
Sn
k
si = F
2(CvinC
k
sv − CvsnCkiv).
We come to
Nkmni = −(1 −H) 1
F
lk
[
∂hni
∂xm
+ 2CnsiN
s
m + hnsN
s
mi + hisN
s
mn
]
−DmCkni
− 1
F 2
li
(
lnh
k
s − (1−H)lkhns
)
N sm +
1
F 2
ln(1−H)lkhisN sm
+
1
F
hks(lnN
s
mi + liN
s
mn) +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlshki − lilshkn
)
N sm
−
[
1
F 2
Sn
k
si − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H2) 1
F 2
hki hnsN
s
m
− 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m −H 1
F 2
lk(lihns + lnhis)N
s
m + y
k
hF
H 1
F
(
li
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ ln
∂Uhi
∂xm
)
+ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
∂Uh
∂xm
+ 2
1
F
lkHmhni + y
k
hF
HLhsm
[
1
F
(liU
s
n + lnU
s
i ) +
H2
F 2
Ushni
]
= −(1 −H) 1
F
lkDmhni −DmCkni − 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlshki − lilshkn
)
N sm
−
[
1
F 2
Sn
k
si − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H2) 1
F 2
hki hnsN
s
m
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− 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m −H 1
F 2
lk(lihns + lnhis)N
s
m
+ykhF
H 1
F
[
li
(
∂Uhn
∂xm
+ UhsN
s
mn + L
h
smU
s
n
)
+ ln
(
∂Uhi
∂xm
+ UhsN
s
mi + L
h
smU
s
i
)]
+ykhF
H 1
F 2
H2hni
(
∂Uh
∂xm
+ LhsmU
s
m
)
+ 2
1
F
lkHmhni.
Use here the equality
Dmhni = − 2
H
Hmhni
(see (II.3.21)).
The rest is
Nkmni =
2
H
Hm
1
F
lkhni −DmCkni − 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m +
1
F 2
(
hnih
k
s − lnlshki − lilshkn
)
N sm
−
[
1
F 2
Sn
k
si − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H2) 1
F 2
hki hnsN
s
m − 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m
−H 1
F 2
lk(lihns + lnhis)N
s
m − ykhFH
1
F
(
liU
h
ns + lnU
h
is
)
N sm − ykhFH
1
F 2
H2hniU
h
sN
s
m
=
2
H
Hm
1
F
lkhni −DmCkni − 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m − 1
F 2
(
lnlsh
k
i + lilsh
k
n
)
N sm
−
[
1
F 2
Sn
k
si − 1
F
(
liC
k
ns + lnC
k
is
)]
N sm − (1−H2) 1
F 2
(
hki hns − hinhks
)
N sm
− 1
F 2
lilnh
k
sN
s
m −H 1
F 2
lk(lihns + lnhis)N
s
m
− 1
F
[
li
(
Cksn − 1
F
(
lsh
k
n + lnh
k
s
)− H
F
hnsl
k
)
+ ln
(
Cksi − 1
F
(
lsh
k
i + lih
k
s
)− H
F
hisl
k
)]
N sm.
Since the indicatrix curvature equals H2, we have Sn
k
si = −(1 −H2)
(
hki hns − hinhks
)
.
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The eventual result is the representation
Nkmni =
2
H
Hm
1
F
lkhni −DmCkni. (D.3)
Thus, Proposition II.3.5 is valid.
Appendix E: Implications from angle
Below, the consideration refers to an arbitrary Finsler space. No assumptions con-
cerning the curvature of indicatrix are made. We use the angle α = α{x}(y1, y2) which
is the geodesic-arc distance on the indicatrix, in accordance with the initial definition
(I.1.1).
In terms of the function
E :=
1
2
α2 (E.1)
the preservation equation diα + (1/H)Hiα = 0 proposed by (I.1.28) reads
∂E
∂xi
+Nk1i
∂E
∂yk1
+Nk2i
∂E
∂yk2
= − 2
H
HiE, (E.2)
where Nk1i = N
k
i(x, y1), N
k
2i = N
k
i(x, y2), and Hi = ∂H/∂x
i. Henceforth,
H = H(x). (E.3)
We are aimed to extract the required coincidence limits from the function E, treating
the indicatrix naturally to be a particular Riemannian space metricized by the help of the
metric tensor induced by the Finsler metric tensor.
Let a set of scalars ua = ua(x, y) be used to coordinatize the indicatrices; the indices
a, b, ... will be specified over the range (1,2,...N-1). We shall use the derivative objects
uam =
∂ua
∂ym
, uamk =
∂uam
∂yk
.
The scalars are assumed to be positively homogeneous of degree zero with respect to the
variable y:
ua(x, ky) = ua(x, y), k > 0, ∀y, (E.4)
which directly entails the identities
uamy
m = 0, uamky
k = −uam. (E.5)
Using the parametrical representation li = ti(ua) of the indicatrix, where li are unit
vectors (possessing the property F (l) = 1), we can construct the induced metric tensor
iab(u
c) = gmnt
m
a t
n
b ≡ hmntma tnb (E.6)
on the indicatrix by the help of the projection factors tma = ∂t
m/∂ua (the method was
described in detail in Section 5.8) of [1]).
The validity of the equalities
Fubmt
m
c = δ
b
c, Fu
b
mt
k
b = h
k
m, Fu
c
k = gkmt
m
a i
ac, tne i
ectic = h
ni,
1
F 2
hmn = iabu
a
mu
b
n
(E.7)
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can readily be verified.
From the identity lmt
m
a = 0 it follows that
lmt
m
ab = −iab, (E.8)
where tmab = ∂t
m
a /∂u
b.
From (E.6) we get
iab,c = 2FCmnkt
m
a t
n
b t
k
c + gnm(t
m
act
n
b + t
m
a t
n
bc).
With the coefficients iac,b = ∂iac/∂u
b we obtain
(iac,b + ibc,a − iab,c) = 2FCmnktma tnb tkc + 2gnmtmabtnc ,
which entails
(iae,b + ibe,a − iab,e)iec = 2FCmnktma tnb tke iec + 2gnmtmabtne iec,
so that
tic
(
icab − FCmnktma tnb tke iec
)
= himt
m
ab
and
tiab = t
i
c
(
icab − FCmnktma tnb tke iec
)
− liiab (E.9)
(this equation is equivalent to (5.8.8) of [1]).
The indicatrix Christoffel symbols
icab =
1
2
ice
(
∂iea
∂ub
+
∂ieb
∂ua
− ∂iab
∂ue
)
and the indicatrix curvature tensor
Ia
e
bd :=
∂ieab
∂ud
− ∂i
e
ad
∂ub
+ if abi
e
fd − if adiefb (E.10)
will be used.
Constructing the tensor
Sabcd = −1
3
(Iacbd + Iadbc), (E.11)
where Iacbd = Ia
e
bdiec, we obtain the useful identity
Sabcd − Sacbd = −Iadbc. (E.12)
It follows that
iab
(
ubmj + i
b
cvu
v
mu
c
j
)
= hpq
(
tpat
q
bu
b
mj + i
b
cvt
p
at
q
bu
v
mu
c
j
)
= hpqt
p
a
∂ 1F hqm
∂yj
− ubmtqbcucj + ibcvtqbuvmucj
 .
Taking tpab from (E.9), we get
iab
(
ubmj + i
b
cvu
v
mu
c
j
)
= hpqt
p
a
∂ 1F hqm
∂yj
− ubmtqf
(
if bc − FCrsktrbtsctke ief
)
ucj + i
b
cvt
q
bu
v
mu
c
j
 .
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Here,
tke i
ef = Fufhg
hk,
so that
iab
(
ubmj + i
b
cvu
v
mu
c
j
)
= hpqt
p
a
∂ 1F hqm
∂yj
+
1
F
Cmj
q
 , (E.13)
from which it follows that
ubmj + i
b
cvu
v
mu
c
j = Fu
b
t
∂ 1F htm
∂yj
+
1
F
Cmj
t
 (E.14)
and
uamku
b
niab + u
a
mu
f
ku
b
ni
c
af icb = − 1
F 3
(hnklm + hnmlk) +
1
F 2
Ckmn. (E.15)
Now we consider the quantity (E.1) on the indicatrix:
E =M(x, u1, u2), (E.16)
where M is a scalar.
There arise the objects
M1a2c
def
=
∂M1a
∂uc2
, M1a2c2d
def
=
∂M1a2c
∂ud2
− i2f 2d2cM1a2f , (E.17)
together with
M1a1c
def
=
∂M1a
∂uc1
− i1f 1a1cM1f , M1a1b2c def= ∂M1a1b
∂uc2
=
∂3M
∂ua1∂u
b
1∂u
c
2
− i1f 1a1bM1f2c (E.18)
M1a1b2c2d
def
=
∂M1a1b2c
∂ud2
− i2f 2d2cM1a1b2f = ∂
4M
∂ua1∂u
b
1∂u
c
2∂u
d
2
− i1f 1a1b∂M1f2c
∂ud2
− i2f 2d2cM1a1b2f .
(E.19)
It follows that
∂4M
∂ua1∂u
b
1∂u
c
2∂u
d
2
=M1a1b2c2d + i
1f
1a1b
∂M1f2c
∂ud2
+ i2f 2d2cM1a1b2f . (E.20)
In the limit u2 → u1 we have
∂M
∂ua1
→ 0, ∂M
∂ua2
→ 0, (E.21)
and
∂2M
∂ua1∂u
b
1
→ iab, ∂
2M
∂ua1∂u
b
2
→ −iab, ∂
2M
∂ua2∂u
b
2
→ iab, (E.22)
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together with
∂3M
∂ua1∂u
b
2∂u
c
2
→ −iebciea, ∂
3M
∂ua1∂u
b
1∂u
c
2
→ −if abifc (E.23)
(see Section 3.2 in [12]).
Also,
M1a1b2c2d → Sabcd (E.24)
(see (3.2.69) in [12]). From (E.20) it follows that
∂4M
∂ua1∂u
b
1∂u
c
2∂u
d
2
→ Sabcd − if abiedcife. (E.25)
We find
∂E
∂yk2
= ud2k
∂M
∂ud2
,
∂2E
∂yk2∂y
n
2
= ud2k2n
∂M
∂ud2
+ ud2k
∂2M
∂ud2∂u
t
2
ut2n (E.26)
and
∂3E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1
= ud2k2n
∂2M
∂ud2∂u
v
1
uv1m + u
d
2k
∂3M
∂ud2∂u
t
2∂u
s
1
ut2nu
s
1m. (E.27)
Moreover,
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
= ud2k2n
∂3M
∂ud2∂u
v
1∂u
s
1
uv1mu
s
1j + u
d
2k2n
∂2M
∂ud2∂u
v
1
uv1m1j
+ ud2k
∂3M
∂ud2∂u
t
2∂u
s
1
ut2nu
s
1m1j + u
d
2k
∂4M
∂ud2∂u
t
2∂u
s
1∂u
t
1
ut2nu
s
1mu
t
1j. (E.28)
These observations entail the limits
y2 → y1 : ∂E
∂ym1
→ 0, ∂E
∂ym2
→ 0, (E.29)
∂2E
∂ym1 ∂y
n
1
→ 1
F 2
hmn,
∂2E
∂ym2 ∂y
n
2
→ 1
F 2
hmn,
∂2E
∂ym1 ∂y
n
2
→ − 1
F 2
hmn, (E.30)
and
∂3E
∂yk2∂y
m
1 ∂y
n
2
→ −(uankubmiab + uamubkucniebciea), (E.31)
plus
∂3E
∂yk1∂y
m
1 ∂y
n
2
→ −(uamkubniab + uanubkucmiebciea), (E.32)
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together with
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
→ −uakn
(
iabu
b
mj + i
f
cviafu
v
mu
c
j
)− uamjif cviafuvkucn
+
(
Sabcd − i1f 1a1biedcife
)
uaku
b
nu
c
mu
d
j ,
or
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
→ − (uakn + iacvuvkucn) iab
(
ubmj + i
b
cvu
v
mu
c
j
)
+ Sabcdu
a
ku
b
nu
c
mu
d
j . (E.33)
In this way we arrive at the reductions
∂3E
∂yk2∂y
m
1 ∂y
n
2
→ −(− 1
F 3
(hnmlk + hnmlk) +
1
F 2
Ckmn
)
(E.34)
and
∂3E
∂yk2∂y
m
1 ∂y
n
1
→ −(− 1
F 3
(hnklm + hmkln) +
1
F 2
Ckmn
)
. (E.35)
Taking into account (E.13), we can write
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
→ −
∂ 1F htk
∂yn
+
1
F
Ckn
t
htq
∂ 1F hqm
∂yj
+
1
F
Cmj
q
+ Sabcduakubnucmudj ,
which is
F 4
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
→ (lnhtk + lkhtn − FCknt) (−ljhtm − lmhtj + FCmjt)+F 4Sabcduakubnucmudj ,
or
F 4
∂4E
∂yk2∂y
n
2 ∂y
m
1 ∂y
j
1
→ ln (−ljhkm − lmhkj + FCmjk) + lk (−ljhnm − lmhnj + FCmjn)
+ FCknmlj + FCknjlm − F 2CkntCmjt + F 4Rabcduakubnucmudj . (E.36)
Now we differentiate the preservation law (E.2) with respect to ym1 and y
n
2 and make
y2 → y1, which yields
∂ihmn − hmn 1
F 2
∂iF
2 +Nkimhkn +N
k
inhkm
+
1
F
Nki
(
−(hnklm+hmnlk)+FCkmn
)
+
1
F
Nki
(
−(hkmlm+hnmlk)+FCkmn
)
= − 2
H
Hihmn.
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On so dong we come to the following sought equality
Dihmn − 2
F
hmndiF = − 2
H
Hihmn (E.37)
with
Dihmn = ∂ihmn +Nki∂hmn
∂yk
+Nkimhkn +N
k
inhkm (E.38)
and
diF = ∂iF +N
k
ilk. (E.39)
In the vanishing case
∂iF +N
k
ilk = 0 (E.40)
we obtain by differentiation the equalities
∂iln +
1
F
Nkihkn +N
k
inlk = 0 (E.41)
and
∂ihmn +N
k
i
∂hkn
∂ym
+Nkimhkn +N
k
inhkm − 1
F
Nkihknlm +
1
F
Nkilkhmn + FN
k
inmlk = 0.
So we can write
Dihmn + FNkinmlk = 0 (E.42)
together with
FNkinmlk =
2
H
Hihmn. (E.43)
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